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2016 Environmental Education Conference

Stewards:

Enhancing our Communities through Environmental Education

September 28th - 30th, 2016
Wednesday 4pm through Friday 2pm

Interactive, hands-on sessions within the following strands:
 Community Science
 Creating Partnerships - Regional Collaboration Efforts

Leaders:

 Best Practices
 School Gardens and Farm-to-School
 Global Climate Change - A Local Look
 Staying Current with Existing/Emerging Standards/Legislation
 Technology and Environmental Education
 Special sessions: “Best of Bend” Field Trip; Storytelling w/Susan Strauss

Suttle Lake Camp

Just outside of Sisters, Oregon on Hwy 20

$295

 Included: Thursday-night Celebration Dinner at nearby stunning
Black Butte Ranch - Chef’s harvest dinner, auction, games, music,
wine and beer, “Best of Bend” presentation, storytelling
Most sessions will address diversity & inclusion and NGSS/STEM alignment

Full Conference Includes EEAO membership and lodging/meals.
Work-trade partial Scholarships and
Student/Senior rates available!

$ 150

Teacher Thursday for classroom teachers.
Includes EEAO membership and three meals.
Coupon Code 2016TEACHER
Provide school and grade.

www.eeao.org

Make the CLEARING
website a part of your
Friends:
online resources!

Partners:

The site contains articles from past issues,
additional resources and links to information
found in the printed articles, and opportunities
for you to participate in discussions of
environmental education teaching topics and
issues.
Register online by

September 12th

In-Kind Donations From:

Check it out at http://www.
clearingmagazine.org

Lake photos: Gary Halvorson, Oregon State Archives
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From the Editor
Welcome to all those who are seeing
CLEARING for the first time!
If you’ve been following along, you may know
that we are building a distribution network
through many non-profit, university, and
corporate partners around the region to get this
resource publication into the hands of as many
teachers and educators as possible.
But just as important as facilitating distribution
is encouraging writers and educators to

submit stories, research papers, activity ideas
and lesson plans, and other information
that advances the knowledge base of the EE
community.
Please consider submitting your story to
CLEARING and sharing it with thousands of
readers across the Pacific Northwest and around
the world. It’s what makes CLEARING great!
Thanks for your support!

Deadline for article submissions for Spring 2017 edition:

February 15, 2017
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Printed by

www.clearingmagazine.org

The cover photo was taken by Erin Hensel
Schneider, a secondary math and science
teacher in the Anchorage, Alaska School District.
Photo was taken in Chugach State Park along
the Albert Loop trail that starts at the Eagle River
Nature Center. Those are her kids (and dog, if
you look closely) setting off on an exploration of
the natural world.
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EE News and Events
Some of what’s happening in environmental education
in and around the Pacific Northwest

E3 Elects New
President
E3 Washington is proud
to announce the election
of new Board President
Ron Harris-White.
Ron is Director of Urban Environmental
Leadership and Diversity at Antioch University.
As a teacher and leader, he has developed
unique programs promoting diversity, program
assessment and partnerships. Ron teaches
classes on reconciliation, strategic thinking,
and community building. He also co-manages
“Morethana Farm” an innovation-based
permaculture farm in rural King County.
Ron has more than
fourteen years of
management and
strategic planning
experience
in Seattle
Government.
He holds two
Masters Degrees,
one in Public
Ron Harris-White
Administration
and the other in
Theology. His joint interests led to his work
establishing Seattle’s Race and Social Justice
Initiative and Seattle Parks Urban Food System
Program.
“These are exciting times! Our world’s
geography is changing with greater resource
challenges and a growing and more demanding
student population.
“The newly re-imagined E3 Washington is
poised to be a more relevant professional
support organization dedicated to sustainable
environmental education. Simply put, E3 will be
doing more work within the many intersections
of environment, education, and social justice
(equity).
“Under my leadership, as we hit the ground
running, E3 will be playing a more active part in
addressing EE needs in Washington State!”
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EPA Presidential Environmental
Youth Award Winner

IdEEA Vacates
Executive
Director Position
The Idaho
Environmental
Education Association
(IdEEA) has had to discontinue its Executive
Director position due to budget circumstances.
Former ED Kristin Fletcher was let go in April
as the IdEEA is dealing with budget difficulties
similar to those confounding most of the other
regional EE associations.
For the time being, the IdEEA Board of Directors
is keeping things going, and has focused its
existing budget resources in part on providing
teacher scholarships throughout the state.

NAAEE Annual
Conference
Creating a Salmon Mascot for
Kitsap County
Washington
4th Grade Big Redd Designers

S

tudying salmon and their habitats,
Clear Creek Elementary fourth
graders decided to raise awareness and
knowledge about salmon populations
with fellow community members. The
students determined that a mascot could
educate community members that salmon
presence is an important indicator of
local watershed health. The students
designed the mascot with the help of an
international mascot company and held a
community vote to select its name, “Big
Redd.” Big Redd has made appearances
at local elementary, middle, and high
schools; salmon releases with fingerlings
raised by students; the annual Seafair’s
Whaling Days parade; the Hood Canal
Green Summit; and at salmon camps at
the Hood Canal Salmon Enhancement
Group property.
Additional efforts by these students have
helped raise awareness about watershed
health. They created a video explaining
why the watershed is important to
salmon populations and painted a mural
highlighting the importance of the
community’s creek. The students feel
they have achieved their goal of raising
awareness among other students and
community members.

www.clearingmagazine.org

The North American
Association for
Environmental Education
Annual Conference
2016, From Inspiration
to Impact, will take place
October 19-22, 2016
in Madison, Wisconsin, with the 13th Annual
Research Symposium, October 18-19, 2016.
Join environmental educators from North
America and abroad, take advantage of the field
experiences offered, and more.

https://naaee.org/conference

Oregon Coast
STEM Hub
An underwater robotics
competition in North
Bend, teacher workshops
in Newport, a studentbuilt unmanned sailboat
in Astoria — all reflect
an ambitious educational initiative known as
the Oregon Coast STEM Hub. Organizers
coordinate activities with school districts,
community colleges, agencies, businesses
and other groups to promote STEM (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics)
opportunities for students. “We connect
educators and students to emerging coastal
and ocean issues, marine technology and
cutting-edge research,” says project manager
Tracy Crews. The STEM Hub is located at
Oregon State’s Hatfield Marine Science Center
in Newport. See more at oregoncoaststem.
oregonstate.edu/.
CLEARING Fall 2016

Educator 2 Educator
E3 Washington is working with four Washington
school districts and higher education through the
Educator 2 Educator Project. This is part of a
larger EPA grant which E3 manages for affiliates
in Alaska, Idaho and Oregon. This project will
reach over 10,700 Washington K-12 students in
the first year, and will have lasting effects for
many years.

Marine Education as an Integrating Context
and San Diego’s
High Tech High
to name a few).
Our changes
depend on the
involvement
of community
partners to
enrich learning,
and what makes
us different is
the alignment
of our entire
district.

Districts involved in the program include
Highline, Everett, Eatonville, and Seattle.
Projects will be conducted in partnership
with supporting EE programs such as Camp
Waskowitz, Washington Green Schools, Service
Learning Seattle, and Nisqually River Education.
Among many anticipated outcomes are the
implementation of new curricluum, NGSS
tie-ins, teacher workshops, the development of
multi-disciplinary school teams, and building
connections to outside resources.

NSTA Regional Conference
Don’t miss the National Science Teachers
Association Regional Conference in Portland on
November 10-12, 2016.

Port Townsend Maritime
Discovery Schools Initiative

P

ort Townsend Schools are transforming
K-12 education by unifying learning
around a central maritime theme. This is not
an elective track or a series of field trips, but
a holistic change for every classroom, every
subject, every grade level: making education
come alive by connecting it to the students’
community.
Through national level research and firsthand
experience, we know that place-based
learning is powerful and effective. The
Maritime Discovery Schools initiative is
creating a cohesive framework for compelling
experiential and project-based learning
throughout a student’s academic career—
not limiting education to those maritime
experiences but using it as a common thread
to connect learning across grade levels and
subjects.

EECOM Award
Winner
Natasha Burgess
Outstanding K-12
Class/Teacher/School/
School District
Natasha Burgess is a K-12 teacher at Marysville
Elementary School (near Cranbrook BC)
who is a leader in influencing positive change
through environmental education well beyond
her Kindergarten classroom. Since beginning
to take her students outside on a regular basis,
Natasha noticed improvements in student
engagement, confidence, self-regulation, and
conflict management. This realization sparked
a passion in sharing the amazing benefits of
outdoor and environmental learning with
others. She is now viewed as a leader in her
school, school district and across the learning
region. Natasha’s boundless energy and positive
influence extends a great distance.
CLEARING Fall 2016

This is both a radical approach and one with
well documented results. There are numerous
examples of schools organized around a
theme (the New York Harbor School in
Brooklyn, Aviation High School in Seattle,

IdaH2O Helps Immerse High School
Students in Science
When science and math teacher Matt Pollard led
students from Paradise Creek High School to
Berman Creekside Park to test the water quality
of Paradise Creek near downtown Moscow ID
recently, he did so as part of a University of Idaho
Extension effort to promote citizen science.
The class water quality monitoring is part of The
Confluence Project, a cooperative effort between
the UI College of Education and UI Extension’s
IDAH2O program, which educates and involves
community members in monitoring and caring
for public waters.

www.clearingmagazine.org

We aren’t
talking about
a vocational track, but some students will
naturally be interested in exploring in-depth
the experiences that could lead to maritime
careers. For those students there will be
an opt-in high school Maritime Academy
available in 11th and 12th grades that will be
a “school within a school” and will immerse
students into the maritime world.
The project was developed in 2014 as part
of a two-day curriculum development
workshop offered to Port Townsend Public
School teachers as part of the Maritime
Discovery Schools (MDS) initiative led by
Sarah Rubenstein, MDS Project Director,
and Katy Karschney, district curriculum
consultant. Twenty-six teachers participated
in the workshops in the summer and each
teaching team developed an MDS project
that they will roll out in the classroom
this year. An additional ninety hours of
workshops, trainings and teacher professional
development are being offered by MDS
this school year to further support teachers
developing maritime and place-based learning
curricula.

Six high schools and approximately 200
high school students are participating in The
Confluence Project this year. The IDAH2O
program includes 363 trained Master Water
Stewards across Idaho, about a quarter of them
K-12 teachers and students.
See the article on The Confluence Project on
page 14.
— excerpted from All Aboard Newsletter –
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences,
University of Idaho
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EE News and Events
EE Profiles

Why do you teach environmental
education topics?
My degree is in Public Relations from Idaho
State University and I have an environmental
education certificate from Utah. I’ve always
been interested in the outdoors. I worked at
DEQ [Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality] for two years doing environmental
education before working for Surveillance.
This is my motto – “Before you can enjoy
nature, you have to know it. Before you can
protect, you have to enjoy.”

Ashley, Sammi and Alana Jensen
identifying plants

Alana Jensen
Nonformal Educator in Southeastern Idaho

A

lana has served as the Environmental
Educator and Public Relations Specialist
for Gonzales-Stoller Surveillance, a
Department of Energy contractor, for the last
13 years. Working from the Idaho National
Laboratory site in Idaho Falls, she teaches
habitat/ecosystem diversity topics to over
12,000 students and teachers each year.
Along with classroom presentations, her
education reaches both youth and adults
using diverse approaches. For the last seven
years, she’s organized the monthly forum
“Meet a Scientist” with about 100-125
people attending each time. She also has a
weekly column, “Ask a Scientist” in the Post
Register, the Idaho Falls newspaper. During
the summer months working with interns,
she teaches two summer camps for youth
and holds six teacher workshops about four
habitats in Southeastern, Idaho – lava rocks,
wetlands, mountains and deserts.
Can you tell us more about your
presentations?
Most of my presentations come about because
a teacher asks for something. I have thirty
presentations related to physical science,
biology and some technology like GPS. It’s
hard for teachers to travel – so I’m kind of a
walking classroom. I bring resources that kids
can touch and explore.

We teach a lot of kids that I swear haven’t
been in their own backyards. They’re scared
during some of the activities. It’s fun to see
them get more comfortable and understand
how it all works together.
Do you have a favorite place outdoors that
you like to take students?
I really like the lava tunnels on the Lava
Hiking Trail. The area was formed from a
basalt flow and there are all kinds of basalt
formations. You’re a mile off the road and
you feel so far away from civilization.
In the lava tunnels, you can crawl and explore
– both teachers and kids love it. It’s a whole
different world out there. It feels like you’re
back 5,000 years in time. A few years ago,
an intern of mine, Teyve, discovered a tunnel
a 100 yards long. It’s narrow and part of it
is dark – the kids are little and get through
quickly. The Teyve Tunnel is what we call it.
What inspires you to teach environmental
education?
A love of children and a love of nature.
It’s really fun to see a discovery in their
eyes- they get so excited. Years ago we had
a teacher from New York attend a teacher
workshop and he got so excited when he
saw a coot in a wetland. The guy had made a
discovery. And we just kept driving and said
‘oh that’s just a coot.’ After that, we decided
it’s never just a coot! To see the glow on
people’s faces when they make a discovery, I
love that part.
—from IdEEA website

See the EEAO Conference advertisement on
page 2 of this CLEARING.
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EPA Presidential
Award for Innovation
in Environmental
Education
Laura Tyler
South Shore PK-9
School
Seattle, WA

L

aura Tyler has
spent three
decades as an
educator helping improve urban students’
environmental understanding and the
environmental sustainability of her school
system. Recognizing the importance of
creating a connection between nature and
her students, and providing urban students
with a relaxing natural environment,
Laura brings her students on field trips
that allow them to see a variety of local
ecosystems. Her Solutions and Pollutions
unit, for instance, teaches students about
water chemistry by having them test water
quality at nearby Lake Washington. With
the help of the Seattle Parks Department,
her students have helped restore part of the
East Duwamish Greenbelt. Students set up
transect lines to subdivide a plot of land in
order to count invasive and native plants,
and then remove invasive species and plant
native species. Laura also collaborates with
Seattle Tilth so that her students learn about
soil, farming, livestock, and the variety of
crops grown in their area.
Congratulations to Laura for this welldeserved recognition!

New Marine Field Station Opens
Students, divers and scientists can explore the
spectacular waters of the southern Oregon coast
through a new Oregon State University field
station in Port Orford. An outgrowth of efforts
to support research at the nearby Redfish Rocks
Marine Reserve, the station provides space for
experiments and classes as well as a fill station
for scuba tanks.
The station will support the Marine Studies
Initiative with facilities for education and
research on marine ecology, economy and social
and scientific issues, he adds. Student research
projects underway or completed have focused
on the impact of catch shares on the local fishing
fleet, juvenile rockfish and the foraging behavior
of gray whales.
CLEARING Fall 2016

Washington Green Schools

Best of Both Worlds
The GO3 Project and the Estes Park
Environmental Center will be co-hosting the
Best of Both Worlds International Conference
on Environmental Education (EE) and
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).
Taking place September 26th through 28th in
the breathtaking Rocky Mountains, Best of Both
Worlds will enable international participants
to share current trends, initiatives, and best
practices in EE and ESD from around the world.
For more information, visit http://www.
bobw2016.com/index.html

Implementing
the Oregon
Environmental
Literacy Plan
The Oregon
Environmental Literacy
Plan is a collaborative
statewide project,
housed at Oregon State
University Extension. OSU Extension and its
partners are working to:
• Enable implementation of the Oregon
Environmental Literacy Plan (OELP) in schools
across Oregon.
• Promote a curriculum that includes outdoor
education activities in every discipline and at every
grade level
• Support educators with relevant professional
development opportunities.
• Advance research and disseminate best practices
and models to educators.
• Enrich our culture and advance civic life.
• Bridge gaps between classrooms and community.

OSU Extension and its partners are working on
implementing the OELP. Here are a few things
going on - a searchable K-12 database, aligning
with standards, and professional development
opportunities.
Contact Jenna Mendenhall, Project Coordinator
of the Oregon Environmental Literacy Program
if interested in getting involved and helping.
CLEARING Fall 2016

Solar Energy Project at Peter
Ogden Elementary

E

than danced as an overcast morning
gave way to just enough light to allow
the solar-powered boat he’d built with his
classmate Brandy to pull ahead in the race.
When his boat reached the end of the threelane track first, the sun wasn’t the only thing
beaming.
For Ethan and his fellow fifth-graders at Peter
S. Ogden Elementary (in Vancouver WA),
joyful learning was the order of the day as
they gathered near the playground on June 11
to test the seaworthiness of their vessels.
The project originated in teacher Carol
Patrick’s class, but the other two fifth-grade
classes also got a chance to learn about solar
power, physics and astronomy as they made
their own miniature boats and cars.
Creating hulls from discarded plastic water
bottles, positioning rudders and wiring
solar panels to motors proved to be just as
educational as the theoretical work. “The kids
asked, ‘Why don’t we try this smaller water
bottle?’ or said, ‘Let’s try this bigger one.’ It
became more scientific because kids wanted
to change the variables,” said Patrick.

they could simply cruise through. “Definitely
a fun project, but if you mess up, it does get a
little difficult,” added Jay.
It also was a learning experience for Patrick,
who received a stipend for the unit from
the Solar 4R Schools Renewable Energy
Educator Lab, a professional development
opportunity underwritten by the Bonneville
Environmental Foundation. Her curriculum
will eventually be made available to teachers
all over the country on the Solar 4R Schools
website.
After a school year of work, the students were
rewarded with a chance to race their sailing
crafts. The multi-use track was designed by
Fort Vancouver High School teacher David
Richards and built by students in the Welding/
Fabrication Technology program using wood
donated by Parr Lumber.
While the race at Ogden was more science
than competition, and more regalement than
regatta, the lesson will be a lasting memory
from fifth-grade. “It’s cementing in their
learning much more powerfully because it’s
so engaging,” said Patrick.

“We had to keep constructing it, making it
better and finding solutions,” said Gianni
Harrington-Lake of the boat he fashioned
with classmate Jackson Jay.
However, students discovered that building
ships, albeit small ones, wasn’t something

www.clearingmagazine.org
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Tahoma School District
Integrates Sustainability
Throughout Curriculum

E

nvironmental sustainability is part of
everyday life in the Tahoma School
District, from lunchroom recycling to core
curriculum. The district’s sustainability
culture began with simple things, such as
partnering with King County Green Schools
to recycle milk cartons. That partnership led
to more complex things, such as studying the
effect of stormwater runoff on the health of
Puget Sound. It now extends to designing core
curriculum with a sustainability emphasis. All
of those things, and many more, fit into daily
life for 7,800 students in the suburban district
that is recognized for its academic excellence.
The Tahoma School District established the
basis for its sustainability emphasis 20 years
ago, when it developed a set of learning
standards called Outcomes and Indicators.
Those outcomes, which have now been
revised and expanded as part of the district’s
Future Ready initiative, include Community
Contributor, Self-Directed Learner, Complex
Thinker, Quality Producer, Effective
Communicator, and Collaborative Worker. We
see environmental and sustainability literacy
embedded in both Community Contributor
and Complex Thinker. Environmental and
sustainability literacy is seen as an essential
component of the Tahoma curriculum and
a way to engage both the hearts and minds
of our learners around some of the most
important problems our world must solve.
Our school board and district leadership
are committed to sustainability in both the
curriculum and operation of the school
system. Sustainability concepts provide a
thread that runs through social studies and
science across all grade levels. While there
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is no formal isolated
literacy requirement
the integration
of economic,
environmental and
cultural sustainability
experiences extend
through the education
for our students and
result in a pervasive
and enduring
understanding and
commitment to
sustainability concepts
in our students. Each
school is actively
engaged in recycling,
composting, energy
conservation and
other sustainable
practices. Students get involved in clubs and
activities focused on the environment, from
Green Teams at each school to the efforts of
high school marketing class students who
refurbish surplus school district computers for
use by families in need. Campus vegetable
gardens, volunteer roadside litter collection,
and visits to a local peat bog to observe its
rare ecosystem are examples of opportunities
for students to have real-world experiences in
practicing sustainability. Tahoma takes great
pride guiding its students on how to become
environmentally conscious and how to ensure
they are informed about the importance of
sustainability.
At Tahoma High School, daily Green Team
announcements remind students how to take
small steps to a greener future. For example,
we ask students to carpool and give data to
support why they should; we also explain to
the students why they should not idle cars
in the parking lot. We teach students how
to properly recycle and compost not just for
a greener school but also so they can take
those habits home and teach their families.
Students are encouraged to bring reusable
water bottles to school and refill them at
hallway hydration stations. Posters and signs
encourage sustainability, teachers talk about
it, and students find themselves immersed
in information and activities that encourage
responsible use of resources.
Sustainability is becoming synonymous
with life as a Tahoma Bear. It all fits with
the school district’s Future Ready mission
statement: “Together, provide the tools and
experiences every student needs to create an
individual, viable and valued path to lifelong
personal successes.”

www.clearingmagazine.org

EPA Presidential
Award for
Innovation in
Environmental
Education
Megan
Alameda
Baker Technical
Institute
Baker City, OR

O

ver the past three years, Megan
Alameda has transitioned her teaching
from a purely instructional format into a
collaborative and interactive process that
engages her students in the cleanup of
a nearby brownfield. Her students have
learned about brownfields, researched
and written Requests for Proposals,
worked with administrators to select and
hire a cleanup firm, reviewed documents
related to the cleanup such as the Quality
Assurance Project Plan, observed various
aspects of the cleanup, and presented their
knowledge at a public open house and state
brownfield conferences. The project-based
nature of her class allows grades 9–12
students to fill roles such as managers,
coordinators, specialists, researchers, and
presenters that best match their individual
strengths. Megan and her students have
partnered with various organizations such
as the Powder Basin Watershed Council
to get students in the field at least once
a month and participate in aspects of
the brownfield cleanup process. She has
also connected with local businesses and
organizations in order to find additional
brownfield projects. Megan’s class engages
previously disenchanted students who
did not anticipate pursuing education
beyond high school. She strives to teach
students that they have opportunities in
the environmental sciences while showing
them how the classroom content connects
to an environmentally sustainable lifestyle.

Read
CLEARING on
your Smart
Phone or
Tablet!
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A Pedagogy for
Ecology
by Ann Pelo

Photo by Erin Hensel Schneider

As a teacher, I want to foster in children an ecological identity. I believe this identity,
born in a particular place, opens children to a broader connection with the Earth; love
for a specific place makes possible love for other places. An ecological identity allows
us to experience the Earth as our home ground, and leaves us determined to live in
honorable relationship with our planet.

W

e live in a culture that dismisses the significance of an
ecological identity, a culture that encourages us to move
around from place to place and that posits that we make
home by the simple fact of habitation, rather than by
intimate connection to the land, the sky, the air. Any place can become
home, we’re told. Which means, really, that no place is home.
This is a dangerous view. It leads to a way of living on the Earth
that is exploitative and destructive. When no place is home, we don’t
mind so much when roads are bulldozed into wilderness forests
to make logging easy. When no place is home, a dammed river is
regrettable, but not a devastating blow to the heart. When no place is
home, eating food grown thousands of miles away is normal, and it is
easier to ignore the cost to the planet of processing and shipping it.
Finding a Place
Our work as teachers is to help children to braid their identities
together with the place where they live by calling their
CLEARING Fall 2016

attention to the air, the sky, the cracks in the sidewalk where the
Earth bursts out of its cement cage. For me, teaching in a childcare
program in Seattle located next to a canal that links Lake Union and
Puget Sound, “place” means the smell of just-fallen cedar boughs and
salty, piquant air, the sweet tartness of blackberries (and the scratch
of blackberry thorns), the light gray of near-constant clouds, the
rough-voiced calls of seagulls, and the rumble of boat engines. It is
exhilarating to offer children this place as home ground.
Other places are less compelling as home ground. What does
it mean to do this work of connecting children to place when the
immediate environment numbs rather than delights the senses? What
can we embrace in a school neighborhood dominated by concrete, cars,
and convenience stores?
Children’s worlds are small, detailed places—the crack in the
sidewalk receives their full attention, as does the earthworm flipping
over and over on the pavement after
(continued)
rainfall. Children have access to

www.clearingmagazine.org
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A Pedagogy for Ecology
(continued)

elements of the natural world that many adults don’t acknowledge.
When we, like the children, tune ourselves more finely, we find the
natural world waiting for us: cycles of light and dark, the feel and
scent of the air, the particularities of the sky—these are elements of the
natural world that can begin to anchor us in a place.
Rather than contribute to a sense of disconnection from place
by writing off the environments around our most urban schools as
unsalvageable or not worth knowing, teachers can instill in children an
attitude of attention to the natural world in their neighborhoods. The
sense of care for and connection to place becomes the foundation for a
critical examination of how that place has been degraded. Rick Bass,
in The Book of Yaak, describes his experience of the interplay between
love of place and willingness to see the human damage done to that
place: “As it became my home, the wounds that were being inflicted
upon it—the insults—became my own.”
Every child lives someplace. And that someplace begins to matter
when we invite children to know where they are and to participate in
the unfolding life of that place—they come to know the changes in the
light and the feel of the air, and participate in a community of people
who speak of such things.
Cultivating an Ecological Identity
Children know how to live intimately in place; they allow themselves
to be imprinted by place. They give themselves over to the natural
world, throwing endless rocks into a river, digging holes that go on
forever, poking sticks into slivers of dirt in pavement, finding their
way up the orneriest tree. They learn about place with their bodies and
hearts. We can underscore that intuited, sensual, experiential knowledge
by fostering a conscious knowledge of place.
How do we cultivate a love of place in young children’s hearts and
minds, moving beyond the tenets of recycling to intimate connection
with their home ground? From my experiences as a childcare teacher,
I’ve distilled a handful of principles.
• Walk the land.
• Learn the names.
• Embrace sensuality.
• Explore new perspectives.
• Learn the stories.
• Tell the stories.
My primary work is as a teacher in a full-day, year-round childcare
program in an urban Seattle neighborhood that serves families
privileged by race, class, and education. I’ve also worked closely with
teachers and children in urban Head Start programs. The principles I
suggest resonate in these widely varying contexts; all children deserve
home ground.
Walk the Land
Contemporary U.S. culture is about novelty and fast-moving
entertainment: a million television channels to surf, and news stories
that flash bright and burn out fast. This disposition to move quickly and
look superficially translates to a lack of authentic engagement with the
Earth: Get to as many national parks as we can in a two-week vacation,
drive to a scenic view, take some photos, and drive to the next place.
As teachers, we must be mindful of this cultural disposition
to superficial knowledge. It’s easy to fall into the habit of aiming
for novelty, offering children many brief encounters with places,
experiences that leave them familiar with the surface, but not the
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depths. Instead, we ought to invite children to look below the surface,
to move slowly, to know a place deeply.
For many years, my emphasis in planning summer field trips
was to get to as many city parks and beaches as I could. Each week,
we’d head out to two or three different places, so that by the end of the
summer we’d taken a grand tour of the city. I thought that by visiting a
range of places in Seattle, the children would come to know their city.
We had a hoot on those trips, but each place was a first encounter, and
offered novelty rather than intimacy. The children came away from
those summers not so much with a sense of place as with confusion
about how these various places fit together to make up their home
ground. We’d skimmed the surface of Seattle, but didn’t know its
depths.
Now, my emphasis has shifted. I plan regular visits to the same
two or three places over the course of a year. Spending time at the
same park and the same beach, we see it change throughout the year.
I point out landmarks on the beach to help the children track the tide’s
movement up and down the beach. At the park, we choose a couple of
trees that we visit regularly; we take photos and sketch them to help us
notice the nuances of their seasonal cycles. From the top of a big rock
at the park, the children play with their shadows on the ground below,
noticing how shadow and light change over the year. The children
greet the rhododendron bushes like dear old friends, and know the best
places to find beetles and slugs.
My commitment to walking the land consciously with children
has changed how I walk with them to the park in our neighborhood. I
used to focus our walk on getting there efficiently and safely, and chose
our route accordingly. Now, I’ve charted a longer route, one that takes
us past a neighbor’s yard full of rosemary and lavender and tall wild
grasses. We take our time walking past this plot of earth, and I coach
the children to point out what they notice about this familiar place.
I worried that the children would become bored, walking the same
path every day, or would stop seeing the land, so I developed several
rituals for our walk. We pause at the rosemary to monitor changes in its
fragrance, buds, and foliage, and to watch for the arrival of spit bugs,
whose foamy nests delight the children. We pause at the wild grass to
compare its growth to the children’s growth, an inexact but joyfully
chaotic measurement.
Learn the Names
When we talk about the natural world, we often speak in generalities,
using categorical names to describe what we see: “a bird,” “a butterfly,”
“a tree.” We are unpracticed observers, clumsy in our seeing, quick to
lump a wide range of individuals into broad, indistinct groups. These
generalities are a barrier to intimacy: a bird is a bird is any bird, not this
red-winged blackbird, here on the dogwood branch, singing its unique
song.
Most of us don’t have much of a repertoire of plant, insect,
animal, tree, or bird names; I sure don’t. For many years, I wasn’t
particularly interested in learning the names of the flora and fauna, and
imagined that learning the names would be a chore, a tedious exercise
in memorization. When I turned 40 and visited Utah’s red rock desert,
it awakened me to a passionate love, born in my eastern Washington
childhood, which I’d forgotten, or never consciously acknowledged:
love for a spacious, uncluttered horizon, love for dirt, rock, and
sage, for heat and dust and stars, for open sky. Being there taught me
that learning the names is an exercise in love. I was in an entirely
unfamiliar place, and had only the clumsiest of generic names for what
I encountered: a bush, a rock, a lizard. As I began to fall in love with
the red rock desert, I wanted to know everything about it, including the
names it holds. I bought a field guide and began to learn the names—
the identities—of the plants, the creatures, the types of rock. Each name
was a step closer into relationship. The names helped me locate myself
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in the desert.
I carry a field guide to the Pacific Northwest with me now,
when I’m out with the children in my group. We take it with us when
we walk to the school playground around the corner, and when we
go farther afield. We turn to it when we encounter a bug we don’t
recognize or find an unfamiliar creature revealed by a low tide.
And I’ve created lotto and matching games from the field guide,
photocopying images of familiar trees, birds, marine creatures. We
use the images for matching games and bingo games: Together, we’re
learning the names of this place that is our shared home ground.
Embrace Sensuality
In a culture that values intellect more than intuition or emotion, typical
environmental education too often emphasizes facts and information in
lieu of experience. Plenty of plastic animals, nature games, videos, and
books for children invite them to intellectualize—and commodify—the
natural world. Teacher resource catalogues offer activity books and
games that teach about endangered species, rain forest destruction,
pollution, and recycling. These books and games keep the natural world
at a distance.
To foster a love for place, we must engage our bodies and our
hearts—as well as our minds—in a specific place. Intellectual and
critical knowledge needs a foundation of sensual awareness, and, for
very young children, sensual awareness is the starting place for other
learning. How does the air feel on your skin? What birds do you hear
on the playground?
A friend of mine taught in a Head Start program in a housing
development that had been the scene of several shootings, and that
had more graffiti than green. She wrestled with how to stir children’s
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numbed senses awake in that harsh landscape where playing outdoors
was dangerous. She decided to bring the sensual natural world into
her classroom. She added cedar twigs to the sand table, and chestnuts,
and stems of lavender. She included pinecones and seashells in the
collection of play dough toys. She supplemented her drama area with
baskets of rocks and shells, and included tree limbs, driftwood, stumps,
and big rocks in her block area. She played CDs of birds native to the
Northwest. And in early fall each year, she welcomed the children
to her program with feasts of ripe blackberries, making jam and
cobbler with the children, telling them about her adventures picking
the blackberries in a wild bramble in the alley behind her apartment
building.
Explore New Perspectives
Living in a place over time can breed a sense of familiarity, and
familiarity can easily slip into a belief that we’ve got the land figured
out. We stop expecting to be surprised, to be jolted into new ways of
seeing; we become detached from the vitality of a place.
Our challenge is to see with new eyes, to look at the familiar as
though we’re seeing it for the first time. When we look closely and
allow ourselves to be surprised by unexpected details and new insights,
we develop an authenticity and humility in our experience of place, and
wake up to its mysteries and delights.
Several years ago, one of the 4-year-old children in my group
posed a simple question: Why do the leaves change color? Her question
startled me awake: I saw the transformation of color through her eyes,
a phenomenon consciously witnessed
only once or twice in her young life,
(continued)
and one full of mystery and magic.
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A Pedagogy for Ecology
(continued)

Her question deserved my full attention, not a recital of the muddled
information that I remembered from my science classes in school, and
not a quick glance at an encyclopedia. Madeline’s question launched
our group on an in-depth study of the lives of leaves that carried us
through the seasons.
My co-teacher, Sandra, and I took the children on a walk through
the neighborhood to study the trees. Moving from one tree to the next,
we began to see a pattern, and shared our observation with the children:
the leaves on the outermost branches began to change color before the
leaves in the center of the tree. The children built on our observation,
adding what they’d noticed: The leaves first changed color on their
outermost edges, while the center of the leaves remained green. I
suggested that we gather leaves to bring back to our room, where we
could study them up close and record what we observed, sketching
the details that we saw and adding nuances of color with watercolor
paint. As we sketched the lines of the leaves, children pointed out the
resemblance between the skeletal lines of leaves—the “bones” of a leaf,
the children called them—and the tendons and lines on our hands: “The
lines of the leaf feel like human bones.” “The lines are like the lines
on our hands.” Excited by the children’s observations, I suggested that
we sketch our hands, just as we’d sketched the leaves, knowing that
our sketching would help us see ourselves in new ways, as cousins to
leaves.
As we sketched, I asked the children to reflect on why the leaves
change color in the autumn. “What is it about autumn that makes leaves
change from green to red, orange, brown?” The children generated
several theories: “In the fall, it’s cold. Leaves huddle together on the
ground to get warm. The trees are cold because they don’t have any
leaves to keep them warm.” “The color is a coat to keep the leaves
warm, because it’s cold in the fall.”
From this analysis, one child made a leap that deepened our
conversation: “Leaves get sad when they start to die.” From this
decidedly unscientific conjecture, the children forged a potent
connection to the leaves: “Like we give comfort to others when they’re
sad, the plant needs comfort.” “I think a hug would help a leaf, and
being with the leaf.” “Maybe you could stay with it. You just give it
comfort before it dies.” “When it drops on the ground, that’s when it
needs you.”
At Hilltop, we use an emergent pedagogy, developing curriculum
from the children’s questions and pursuits. In our study of the lives of
leaves, I experienced the value of this pedagogy, as we lingered with
questions, theories, and counter-theories, and with our not knowing.
Our emergent curriculum framework allowed us to explore Madeline’s
question in the spirit in which it was posed: a question about the
meaning of change and the identity of leaves. Through our exploration,
we became intimates of leaves, anchored in our place.
Learn the Stories
To foster an intimate relationship with place, we need to know the
stories and histories that are linked to that place, just as we do in our
intimate relationships with people. In our work with young children,
our focus in gathering these stories is as much about the children’s
imaginings as it is about scientific facts. We can invite their conjectures
to complement the facts, opening the door to heartfelt connections.
Visiting a Head Start program one afternoon, I watched Natalie
catch ants on the asphalt slab that served as the program’s playground.
She hovered over a crack in the pavement, carefully picking up
each ant that crawled from the crack and dropping it into a bucket.
Curious about her intention, I asked what she was planning for the
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ants: “They’re bugs and we hafta kill them.” I imagined contexts in
her life in which this could be true: Had her family dealt with invasive
insects at home? Had she experienced the pain of bee stings and itch
of mosquito bites? I wanted respectfully to acknowledge these sorts of
experiences, yet I didn’t want them to become her only references for
understanding and relating to the natural world. I said, “Sometimes,
when bugs come into our houses, we have to kill them to keep
ourselves healthy. And some bugs can bite us in painful ways. But
sometimes we don’t have to worry so much about the bugs we find. I’m
curious about these ants. Where do you suppose they come from?”
Natalie was quick to imagine the ants’ story: “The ants are in the
hole talking. If they hear loud noises, they won’t come out. We have to
be very quiet! If they see us, they stay in because they’re scared. When
one ant wasn’t looking, I got him! I’m faster than them—that’s how I
catch them.”
“What’s in the hole that the ants come from?” I asked.
“Maybe their family,” Natalie mused. I offered her a clipboard and
a pen, and invited her to draw what she imagined was in the hole. She
began to sketch, talking aloud as she worked: “They’re a family. They
talk to each other and bring food to their baby. In the house, there’s
food and a table and a bed and a seat.”
Natalie stopped drawing to look into her bucket: “There’s 15 ants
in the bucket! That’s more than one family. That’s a lot of families.
They share one house in the hole. The ants come not fast because
they’re talking, saying their plan to come out to see what’s outside.
They want to find their family that’s in the bucket. The ants in the
bucket want to get out of the bucket and go to their family.”
Natalie abruptly dumped the bucket upside down next to the crack
in the pavement, and tapped it on its bottom. “Go home, ants! Go to
your home. Go to your family.”
When I invited Natalie to imagine the ants’ story it helped her
see her bucket from the inside as well as from above, and shifted her
relationships with the ants. She moved from a defensive posture to that
of being a protector. Particularly for children living in places where the
natural world is degraded or dangerous, imagining the stories of a place
can inspire new possibilities; it casts children into an active role as
people who care about and take action on behalf of a place.
Tell the Stories
We’re often encouraged to see the Earth as landscape, which is
scenery—something to look at, but not to participate in. But when
we collapse the distance between the land and ourselves and allow
ourselves to become part of the story of a place, we give ourselves over
to intimacy. This can be our work with young children—weaving them
into the story of the place where they live.
One way I’ve begun trying to link the children to the land is by
using observable markers anchored in place to measure our lives.
“You’ll start kindergarten in the fall, when the blackberries are ripe.”
“Christmas comes in the darkest part of winter, when the sun sets while
we’re still at school, and the sun doesn’t rise until we’re back at school
the next morning.”
And I’ve been playing a game with the children that I learned
from Richard Louv’s book, Last Child in the Woods, “The Sound of a
Creature Not Stirring.” We listen for the sounds we don’t hear (a leaf
changing color, an earthworm moving through the soil, blackberries
ripening)—a way to focus our attention on the Earth around us and to
participate in what’s happening in it.
A Foundation for Action
In The Pine Island Paradox: Making Connections in a Disconnected
World, Kathleen Dean Moore writes, “Loving isn’t just a state of being,
it’s a way of acting in the world. Love isn’t a sort of bliss, it’s a kind of
work. . . . Obligation grows from love. It is the natural shape of caring.”
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She writes: “To love a person or a place is to take responsibility for its
well-being.”
From love grows action. In my work with young children, I share
stories of local environmental activists who have used their love of
place to fuel their action. For example, I tell the story of a group of
children and their families who launched a campaign to save the cedar
tree at the school playground where we often play.

I watch for opportunities for the children to add their own chapters
to the story of activism on behalf of beloved places. I want them to see
themselves as part of a community of people anchored by fierce and
determined love of place and who take responsibility for its well-being.
The poet Mary Oliver instructs us on how to open the natural
world to children: “Teach the children. Show them daisies and the pale
hepatica. Teach them the taste of sassafras and wintergreen. The lives
of the blue sailors, mallow, sunbursts, the moccasin flowers. And the
frisky ones—inkberry, lamb’s quarters, blueberries. And the aromatic
ones—rosemary, oregano. Give them peppermint to put in their pockets
as they go to school. Give them the fields and the woods and the
possibility of the world salvaged from the lords of profit. Stand them in
the stream, head them upstream, rejoice as they learn to love this green
space they live in, its sticks and leaves and then the silent, beautiful
blossoms. Attention is the beginning of devotion.”
And devotion is the beginning of action.
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Children have loved the cedar tree at Coe School for a long
time; children played at this tree even before you were born. One
year, a mom was at a community meeting and learned that the
city park department was planning to cut down the tree because
it was damaging the asphalt on the playground with its big roots.
She told the children in her daughter’s kindergarten class, and
those children and their families decided that they had to work to
protect the cedar tree and to help the park department find another
way to fix the problem of broken asphalt. The children and their
families wrote letters to the city workers, telling them about how
much they loved the cedar tree, and sharing their ideas for taking
good care of the tree and the pavement on the playground. They
had a meeting with the city workers, who hadn’t known that the
tree was important to the children. After the meeting, the city
workers decided not to cut down the tree; they made a plan with
the children and their families and the other kids at Coe School
about how they could work together to fix the asphalt and take
care of the tree.
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Integrating
Watershed Science
in High School
Classrooms:
The Confluence Project
Approach
High school students in northern Idaho learn
about watersheds and the impacts of climate
change through an intensive field science
program that aligns with the Next Generation
Science Standards.

“It’s not just because I personally love snow and skiing

and snowshoeing and all that. It’s not just because
I love to teach science outdoors in the field. It’s not
even just because I value connecting my students with
real scientists every chance I get. It’s honestly not any
one of these particular things alone that has made the
Snow Science field trip the absolute favorite part of
my Environmental Science curriculum over the last
four years. Instead, it’s the simple notion that for this
generation of teenagers in the Inland Northwest, the
impacts of climate change on the hydrology of snow
within our watershed might be the most valuable
social, economic, and ecological topic to cover in the
entire school year. Snow is the backbone of our way
of life in North Idaho, and the sense of awareness and
empowerment my students develop as a result of this
Confluence Project three-lesson unit is absolutely critical
for their growth and progress as young adults heading
into the 21st century.

”

- The Confluence Project Teacher,
Advanced Placement Environmental Science
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by Audrey Squires, Jyoti Jennewein, Mary Engels,
Dr. Brant Miller and Dr. Karla Eitel

lean water matters, immensely, to all of us. We desperately need
education that promotes deep understanding of how water is
important to students. Fortunately, water as a theme is easily
incorporated into numerous scientific disciplines. From the basics of
the water cycle in foundational science courses to the complexities of
cellular processes in advanced biology; and from energy forecasting
with anticipated snow melt in economics to the nuances of water as a
solute in chemistry, water is foundational to a variety of subjects and can
be incorporated into the learning objectives with a little creativity and
willingness to step outside the box.
Over the past three years in high schools across Northern Idaho we have
been working to develop a water based curriculum that has the flexibility
to be used in many types of classroom, and that provides students
with firsthand experience with water and water related issues in their
local watershed. The Confluence Project (TCP) connects high school
students to their local watersheds through three field investigations that
take place throughout an academic year. These field investigations are
designed to integrate place-based educational experiences with science
and engineering practices, and focus on three themes: (1) water quality,
(2) water quantity, and (3) water use in local landscapes. During these
field investigations, students actively collect water, snowpack, and soil
data and learn to analyze and interpret these data to the ‘big picture’ of
resource quality and availability in their communities.
Before each field investigation, students are exposed to the pertinent
disciplinary core ideas in class (National Research Council [NRC],
2011; NGSS Lead States, 2013), explore issues present at field sites,
read relevant scientific articles, and learn field data collection techniques.
Students then collect data in the field with support from resource
professionals. After each field investigation, students analyze their data
and use the results to discuss how to solve ecological issues they may
have encountered. Adults guide students through this process at the
beginning, with the goal that students will develop the necessary skillset
to conduct independent, community-based, water-centric research
projects by the end of the academic year (Figure 1). Students are
ultimately challenged to creatively communicate their research projects,
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including both the scientific results and their proposed solutions to
environmental issues encountered in their watershed, at a regional youth
research conference (e.g. Youth Water Summit).
Originally created to serve as a sustainable method to continue outreach
efforts from a National Science Foundation Graduate STEM Fellows in
K-12 Education (GK-12) grant (Rittenburg et al., 2015), the development
of TCP coincided with the release of the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) (NGSS Lead States, 2013). With a strong emphasis on
science and engineering practices, disciplinary core ideas, and coherent
progressions (Reiser, 2013), the TCP model closely aligns with these
new standards. Given that much of the curriculum developed for the
older National Science Education Standards is content-focused (NRC,
1996), TCP fits the need to create curriculum that includes opportunities
for students to explain how and why phenomena occur and to develop
the critical thinking skills associated with scientific investigations.

Pedagogical Framework
Sobel (1996) wrote that “authentic environmental commitment emerges
out of first hand experiences with real place on a small, manageable
scale” (p. 39). In TCP, authentic learning often emerges as students
engage in first-hand exploration. Using the local watershed as a lens for
field investigations enables students to connect with their landscapes
and develop new depths of understanding of the world around them.
By connecting students’ lived experiences and local landscapes with
scientific information we are able to generate a unique learning setting,
which in turn sparks continued interest in exploring the familiar from a
new perspective. As one student from the 2015-16 program wrote:

“

Before the several field trips that our class went on,
I had no idea how many water related issue we had on our
environment (sic). After being in the field and working with
experts about this topic, I now know how to inform the
public, how to test if the water is clean, and how to better our
ecosystem for the future. Without this hands-on experience,
I would still be oblivious to the issues around me.

”

TCP also uses a project-based learning (PBL) approach (Bell, 2010)
to help students frame the field investigations and the subsequent
analysis and interpretation of collected data as foundations for their own
research projects. These practices emphasize student construction of
meaningful and usable scientific concepts and, perhaps more importantly,
relating these concepts to their own lived experience. For example, one
student wrote the following reflection after a class water quantity field
investigation:

I learned that snow is a lot more complicated than
“
I thought. Before, I had never heard the term “snowpack.”

I learned about the different layers and how they vary and
can have a great affect (sic) on our watershed. This new
knowledge could help me be more aware of snow and now
that I understand how it works, I can watch and see how
my watershed will be affected that year by the amount of
snowfall.

”

These types of reflections demonstrate an internalization of curriculum
unit topics, which in turn motivates students to continue learning.
Importantly, PBE and PBL are used as frameworks to align lessons
with the NGSS. The pedagogical features of PBL match well with
the eight science and engineering practices at the core of the NGSS
framework, which include: (1) asking questions and defining problems;
(2) developing and using models; (3) planning and carrying out
investigations; (4) analyzing and interpreting data; (5) using mathematics
and computational thinking; (6) constructing explanations and designing
solutions; (7) engaging in argument from evidence; and (8) obtaining,
evaluating and communicating information (Bybee, 2011). In TCP, these
pedagogical approaches provide a meaningful context for students to
engage in developing understandings of disciplinary core ideas, while the
curriculum creates new, effective ways to enact the NGSS.
Empirical evaluation of student learning in the program (Squires et
al., under review) indicates that after participation in TCP, students
expressed greater concern for local ecological issues, recognized the
efficacy of science as a tool to address environmental issues in their
communities, and were more engaged in science when PBE and PBL
pedagogies were used.

Project Implementation.

“

Figure 1: The Confluence Project continuum through an academic year. Curriculum units are listed on the left and can be taught in any order. For each unit,
students participate in a: pre-lesson, field investigation, and post-lesson. Students
then complete individual or group research projects using the knowledge and
skills built throughout the year. The culminating event, the Youth Water Summit,
invites students from across the region to present the results of their independent
research projects to an audience of community stakeholders, experts, and peers.

This localized learning approach is often referred to as place-based
education (PBE), which engages students in learning that utilizes the
context of the local environment (Sobel, 1996; Smith, 2002). PBE seeks
to connect students to local knowledge, wisdom, and traditions while
providing an authentic context to engage students in meaningful learning
within their everyday lives.
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Yesterday my entomology class went to a local creek
to study the bugs and life around it. It was really cool to
fish a lot of bugs out of the water. We got lots of benthic
macroinvertebrates such as a mayfly (dragonfly), damselflies,
all in different instars (sic) [stages of growth] …. We tested
the pH of the water, the transparency of the water, and the
dissolved oxygen in it…This was really a fun project, it was
great getting all of the bugs I’ve been learning about and it
was really cool to use my knowledge about them... I suggest
that anyone should go and do this, you could learn a lot about
your region’s water quality.
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”

–TCP Entomology Student
(continued)
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Integrating Watershed Science

Reaching Out to Potential Partners
Preparation Checklist

(continued)
TCP curriculum aligns with several Performance Expectations and
Disciplinary Core Ideas from the NGSS (Table 1), and can also
easily adjust to fit within multiple courses. TCP curriculum has been
incorporated into less flexible, standards-driven courses like Biology and
Chemistry, as well as more flexible courses like Environmental Science,
Entomology, and Earth Science. While each class participates in the same
three units (water quality, water quantity, and water use), teachers tailor
these units to the learning objectives of their courses.
For example, environmental science teachers have been able to tie the
water quantity unit to global climate change, land and resource use, and
local economics. Students analyzed collected snowpack data to determine
how much water would be available in their watershed for growing
crops and sustaining lake and river-based tourism economies. They
also compared their data to historical figures to understand how climate
change has impacted water availability in their watershed over the past
several decades.
By contrast, TCP biology teachers have successfully incorporated
TCP units as part of their yearlong curriculum aligned with rigorous
biology standards. For example, as part of the water use unit one teacher

• WHAT: Familiarize yourself with TCP curriculum and how it
intersects your course curriculum. Which skills and content
do you want to be the focus of your pre- and post-lessons
and field investigations?
• WHEN: Determine approximately when the topics you
identified above fit into your syllabus and what time of year
would make sense for a field trip. Select a 2-4 week window
that takes both into consideration.
• WHERE: Make a list of accessible streams and lakes (water
quality), ski resorts or other high elevation locations that
receive snowfall (water quantity), and farms or other local
sites that reflect water use in your community within a
reasonable distance of your school. Walkable distances or
short bus trips are ideal.
• WHO: Find partners who will make this a mutually
beneficial relationship. University extension and state, federal
and Tribal agencies often have a mandate to work with youth.
Environmental nonprofits need eager teachers for their
education programs. Organizations performing restoration
work need volunteers. Gather contact information for your
potential partners.
• WHY: Create a sales pitch or elevator speech highlighting
potential benefits to partners. For example, fulfilling an
outreach mandate, finding competent summer interns, or
having volunteer help at field sites are all potential benefits
to partners.
• HOW: Craft a concise email that includes the information
you compiled from this checklist, a little about you and your
students, and the best ways to contact with you. Send the
email to the top potential partners and follow-up with a
phone call a week later.
collaborated with colleagues in their schools to integrate content across
disciplines and open students’ eyes to interdisciplinary study.

discussed sustainable water use in an agriculture setting by focusing on
concepts like plant growth and cellular function. Other teachers have
presented photosynthesis, primary productivity, and fisheries biology
during the water quality unit, and speciation, biodiversity, and habitat as
core topics during the water quantity unit.
Even in very specialized science classes there is room to engage with
this curriculum. For example, one entomology teacher was able
to highlight the role of macroinvertebrates as indicators of stream
health when teaching the water quality unit. He taught students insect
characteristics, discussed growth and metamorphism, and then showed
students how to tie flies in order to solidify that knowledge in a unique,
hands-on way. The class then visited a stream near their school to identify
macroinvertebrates and learn their importance in evaluating water quality.
Last but not least, TCP curriculum was designed for the potential of
cross-course collaboration, which gives students the opportunity to apply
and link concepts and skills learned in science class to their other courses
while developing critical thinking skills. Several program teachers have
Page 16

Connecting with local professionals
The most valuable thing that we learned on our field trip to [the
restoration site] was learning about the processes that were taken to
restore the creek, and why they did it… We think that this field trip has
shaped our understanding of these careers by actually experiencing
the job and their daily tasks that can do good to the environment (sic).
Following the field trip, we can say that we have a better understanding
of just how time consuming and difficult the process of restoration in an
area such as [the restoration site] can be. –TCP student water quality field
investigation post trip reflection
Teachers often struggle to plan activities beyond the day-to-day
classroom lessons, which is one reason why local professionals and
leaders are an essential facet of TCP. Agency scientists, Tribal land
managers, and graduate students provide scientific support to teachers
and students during field investigations, in-class pre- and post-lessons,
and final research projects. This gives students an opportunity to
collaborate with and learn from specialists and practicing scientists in
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their communities, allowing the students to gain experience carrying
out science and engineering practices alongside experts. In addition,
students learn about career opportunities and restoration efforts in their
local watersheds from TCP partners. Examples of past TCP partners
include universities (extension, graduate students, and professors); Tribes
(environmental agencies and Elders); state agencies (environmental
quality and fish and game); federal agencies (Natural Resources
Conservation Service, United States Forest Service, Bureau of Land
Management, and National Avalanche Center); and local organizations
(environmental nonprofits, homeowner’s associations,
and ski resorts).
Since these collaborations are critical to the success
of TCP program we have developed a Reaching Out
to Potential Partners checklist to help teachers contact
and recruit community partners. The checklist helps
teachers develop a coherent narrative to use with busy
professionals which highlights the mutual benefits of
collaboration.

Keeping costs to a minimum

Interested in learning more from the TCP’s leadership team? Contact us
at theconfluenceproject@uidaho.edu
Acknowledgements
A program like this requires dedicated and creative teacher and program
partners. Without the enthusiastic commitment of our past and present
teachers and partners TCP would never have been actualized. We’d
like to thank Rusti Kreider, Jamie Esler, Cindy Rust, Kat Hall, Laura
Laumatia, Jim Ekins, and Marie Pengilly for their aid in program design

Performance Expectations
EARTH
AND SPACE
SCIENCES

Description

Disciplinary Core Idea

HS-ESS2-2

Analyze geoscience data to make the claim that one
change to Earth’s surface can create feedbacks that cause
changes to other Earth systems.

Earth Materials and
Systems

HS-ESS2-5

Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of
water and its effects on Earth materials and surface
processes.

The Roles of Water in
Earth’s Surface Processes

HS-ESS3-1

Construct an explanation based on evidence for how the
availability of natural resources, occurrence of natural
hazards, and changes in climate have influenced human
activity.

Natural Resources; Natural
Hazards

HS-ESS3-4

Evaluate or refine a technological solution that reduces
impacts of human activities on natural systems.

Human Impacts on Earth
Systems; Developing
Possible Solutions

Admittedly, implementation requires some capital
ENGINEERING
HS-ETS1-2
Design a solution to a complex real-world problem
Optimizing the Design
investment to cover essential program costs such
DESIGN
by breaking it down into smaller, more manageable
Solution
problems that can be solved through engineering.
as busing, substitute teachers, and field equipment.
HS-ETS1-3
Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem
Developing Possible
However, these costs can be minimized with some
based on prioritized criteria and trade-offs that account
Solutions
creative organization. Multiple TCP schools have been
for a range of constraints, including cost, safety,
reliability, and aesthetics, as well as possible social,
able to eliminate busing costs by using streams near
cultural, and environmental impacts.
or on school property. Supportive administrators can
LIFE SCIENCES
HS-LS1-3
Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence
Structure and Function
creatively minimize substitute teacher costs (in one
that feedback mechanisms maintain homeostasis.
case the principal agreed to cover the class instead).
HS-LS2-6
Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the
Ecosystem Dynamics,
complex interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively
Functioning, and Resilience
Field equipment is certainly necessary to collect data
consistent numbers and types of organisms in stable
(see Resources), but the equipment required may
conditions, but changing conditions may result in a new
ecosystem.
potentially be borrowed from agencies or university
HS-LS4-5
Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes
Adaptation
partners. A classroom supply budget or a small grant
in environmental conditions may result in: (1) increases
from the booster club or other local organization can
in the number of individuals of some species, (2) the
emergence of new species over time, and (3) the
also help cover such costs and build supplies over
extinction of other species.
several academic years. While regional youth research
Table 1: NGSS Performance Expectations targeted by lessons within TCP Curriculum and their related Disconferences, such as the Youth Water Summit are
ciplinary Core Ideas (National Science Teachers Association [NSTA], 2013). See Supplemental Material for
excellent ways to motivate students, it is possible to
detailed lesson plans.
get the research benefits without the associated costs.
We suggest inviting partners and other local experts
to attend research project presentations at school. This way students
and implementation, as well as for continued programmatic effort
can still benefit from external feedback as well as gain research and
and support. Furthermore, thank you to Matt Pollard, Jen Pollard, and
presentation skills.
Robert Wolcott; along with graduate students Paris Edwards, Courtney
Cooper, Meghan Foard, Karen Trebitz, Erik Walsh, and Sarah Olsen for
Conclusion
your dedication to TCP implementation. In addition, we would like to
acknowledge funding from the NSF GK-12 program grant #0841199 and
TCP has provided a valuable framework for school-wide exploration
an EPA Environmental Education grant #01J05401.
of local water-related issues. TCP provides hands-on, place-based and
problem-based learning while addressing key Next Generation Science
Standards and preparing students for the kind of inter-disciplinary
Audrey Squires, Jyoti Jennewein and Mary Engels are past program
problem solving that will be increasingly necessary to address the
managers of TCP. Squires is currently the Restoration Projects Manager
complex challenges being our students will face as they become the
for Middle Fork Willamette Watershed Council while Jennewein and
workforce and citizens of the future.
Engels are PhD students at the University of Idaho (UI). Dr. Brant
Resources
Miller, UI science education faculty, was the Principal Investigator of
the EPA grant that funded TCP in 2015-16. Dr. Karla Eitel is a faculty
The full TCP curriculum including lessons, standard alignment, field
member and Director of Education at the McCall Outdoor Science
trip planning, and other recommendations can be found at: http://bit.
School, a part of the UI College of Natural Resources.
ly/2cNdNIm
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studies, science and language arts. Students must apply reading, writing,
research, and speaking and listening to content provided through
articles, speeches and videos. The new performance tasks that are a key
component of Smarter Balanced assessment system require research
skills, note-taking abilities, and the difficult challenge of synthesizing
ideas into well-written essays or speeches that explain or advocate.

Environment,
Literacy, and the
Common Core

T

by Nancy Skerritt and Margaret Tudor, Ph.D.

he Common Core ELA standards demand a level of rigor that will
challenge many students. Unlike previous curriculum reforms
that were content specific, the Common Core expectations
involve the integration of skills across content areas including social
IN BRIEF:
ABSTRACT: This article describes how Common Core ELA
standards provide an important opportunity to build background
knowledge on environmental topics in preparation for a deeper
study of those topics through science performance tasks guided
by the Next Generation Science Standards Disciplinary Core
Ideas (DCI’s).

GRADE LEVEL: K-8

The Pacific Education Institute (PEI) empowers
educators to take students outdoors to learn
integrated, real-world science. PEI’s FieldSTEM®
program provides educators with tools to integrate
Common Core and Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) to create transformative learning experiences
that inspire and prepare students to become scientifically literate,
thoughtful decision makers and engaged in their communities.
Among PEI’s tools are environment focused performance tasks that
engage students in Common Core English Language Arts (ELA)
skills to research, read and write about topics that involve the
environment, agriculture and natural resources.
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In order to engage students in these rigorous expectations, teachers
must find rich content for the students to explore. Environmental issues
provide relevant topics and complex problems that invite analysis and
research. Students can practice and apply the ELA expectations using
topics related to our environment. Resources supporting environmental
issues are readily available on line in the form of articles, videos, and
speeches. In addition, students can gather relevant data through outdoor
learning experiences, a unique benefit to this content area. Teachers can
structure rich and relevant investigations that mirror performance tasks
on the new assessments, using the environment as a context for learning.

Designing a Performance Task
Let’s visit a grade three elementary classroom where the children have
been studying the life cycle of the salmon including how to preserve
and protect water quality and quantity so that salmon can continue to
survive. After visiting a local fish hatchery, the students illustrate the life
stages of salmon, monitor their own water consumption, and create a rule
that they can enact at school to preserve and protect water. In addition,
they visit a local creek to view the salmon first hand, appreciating their
beauty and endurance. How might the Common Core ELA standards
support the learning in this unit? What might students research, what
issue might they weigh in on, and what product might they create—an
essay or a speech?
The new performance assessments are designed to measure proficiency
in reading, writing, research and speaking and listening. The students
are given a scenario that is grounded in a real world context. Then they
acquire knowledge of the topic or issue by reading pre- selected articles
and watching chosen videos. The students are expected to take notes on
the information provided, keeping in mind the task that they are given in
the scenario.
Here’s how this might play out in our elementary classroom. The
students are provided with this scenario:
You have been asked to explain why salmon need clean water to
survive. You will read an article and watch a video that provides you
with information about the needs of salmon for their survival. You will
take notes on the articles and the video, writing an informational essay
explaining why salmon need clean water to survive.
Students read the article provided, preferably on the computer since all
of the new assessments will be delivered using technology. Students will
work in an entirely online environment so must learn how to navigate
websites, read material on a computer screen, and compose their essays
using a keyboard. For our hypothetical Salmon task, reading and viewing
material might include the following:
Article #1: Short piece explaining the salmon’s need for clean water.
Video #1: Showing pollution in our waters and its effects on salmon.
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Scoring Performance Tasks: Research Skills and
Writing Rubrics
All performance tasks include research questions that require the students
to draw information from the multiple sources in preparation for writing an
essay or speech. These questions are measuring specific research skills.
The research skills include the following:
•

The ability to locate information

•

The ability to select the best information including distinguishing
relevant from irrelevant information and facts from opinions.

•

The ability to provide sufficient evidence to support opinions
expressed

Rubrics are provided for each of
the three skills and are used for
scoring student responses.
Here are some example research
questions that link to our salmon
task:
According to the video, what
are two important steps
we can take to preserve
and protect our salmon?
Use details from the video
to support your answer.
(Locating Information)

Scenario-Based Problems
Performance tasks require students to engage with a scenario-based
problem, research information presented in various media, extract key
ideas from the information, answer research questions, and compose an
essay or speech that presents their original opinions and ideas supported
by text based evidence. Task developers follow a specific template when
creating performance assessments. The template includes identifying
a plausible scenario, locating appropriate source material, designing
research questions and structuring an essay or speech that synthesizes
information from the research.
Selecting the content for these tasks is critical for the content must be
relevant and problem based. Students practice and apply career and
college ready skills including critical thinking and analysis. Topics
connected to the environment
provide real-world scenarios
that can capture the interests
of our students. Here are some
examples of Environment focused
Performance Tasks that the Pacific
Education Institute has developed
for K-12 teachers to assign to their
students:
Healthy Waters: How do water
treatment plants work and why
are they important?

Which source, the video
or the article, best helps
you understand the needs
of salmon? Use details from both sources to support your answer.
(Selecting the best information)
Based on the reading and the video, what do you think is the one
most important thing we could do to protect our salmon? Use details
from both sources to support your answer. (Using sufficient evidence)
Students write their responses to the research questions using the notes
that they have taken while reading the article or viewing the video.
They submit their answers for scoring and on a second day, proceed to
part two of the assessment.
Part two involves writing an essay or outlining and delivering a speech.
The Common Core ELA requires that students be skilled in their ability
to write in three different modes: informative/explanatory, opinion/
argumentative, and narrative. Students must also be able to outline and
deliver a speech on a given topic. In our elementary grades salmon task
example, students might be given the following prompt:
You have been asked to write an informational essay where you share
what salmon need to survive. Use information from both the article
and the video to support your ideas.
To demonstrate the CC ELA writing standards, students must use
information from the various sources, clearly summarizing their
information with text-based evidence.
Background knowledge is not a factor when scoring these essays.
Students must cite text-based evidence to support their ideas, not prior
knowledge from other sources. Essays are scored using a five trait rubric.
Close reading of text is paramount in the ELA CC standards.

SOS: Saving Our Sound: What
can we do to improve the health
of the Puget Sound?
Daniel S. King

Stormwater Engineering: How do engineers solve problems linked
to storm water runoff?
Earth Day: What is the history behind the environmental movement
and how has this movement influenced legislation today?
Ocean Acidification: What can we do to ensure the survival of our
shellfish?

Field Experiences and Performance Tasks
Field experiences, an important component of environmental education,
can be part of a performance assessments, either embedded in the
assessment itself or as a follow up activity. Students can enhance
their knowledge acquired through text-based research with knowledge
gained in a systematic way through direct experience. Scenarios may be
developed that incorporate outdoor learning experiences where students
reinforce their understanding of the topic provided through direct
observation and data gathering. In our salmon example, students could be
prompted to take pictures on their field experiences to the fish hatchery
and to the local stream, providing visual images of the salmon to support
their text-based evidence. These photos can serve as primary source
material when students compose their essays or outline their speeches.
Much has been written and created regarding sustainability issues.
Teachers can select a topic appropriate to their grade level curriculum
and locality, compose a scenario that is directly relevant to the student,
and identify source material for student engagement. They can also
incorporate outdoor learning experiences that enhance understanding,
(continued)
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Environment, Literacy,
and the Common Core
(continued)
promote enthusiasm for the environment, and add to their knowledge
base. By designing performance tasks using the environment as the
context for learning, students work with relevant information, learn about
the challenges we face, and form opinions at a young age that will guide
their future thinking and civic involvement.
Democracies, for their survival, demand an informed electorate.
Environmental issues may be the most critical issues our children will face.
We can accomplish two important goals by linking performance assessments
to sustainability education. One goal is to teach and practice the ELA skills
that the students will need to be career and college ready. The second and
equally important goal is the ability to form reasoned judgments about
environmental issues. By connecting the Common Core ELA standards to the
environment, students benefit on two fronts: Acquiring both environmental
literacy and literacy in English Language Arts.

Let’s make content choices for our curriculum that are meaningful today
and into the future. Nothing is more relevant, engaging, and crucial than
issues related to preserving and protecting our environment.
Nancy Skerritt is an educational
consultant after 22 years as a
classroom teacher in the Tahoma
School District in Washington.
Margaret Tudor is the founder
and director of Pacific Education
Institute.

Straub Environmental Center

Our children face crucial decisions regarding a sustainable future.
Their knowledge base, critical thinking skills, and ability to effectively
communicate are keys to informed decision-making. We must educate
our children to effectively read, write, research, speak and listen. They
need to think critically and creatively in order to solve the complex
problems we face.

The Value of
Creative Teaching
Place-based environmental education through the lens
of art and creative writing
By Tess Malijenovsky

P

lace-based environmental education is taking front seat inside
and outside classrooms across the country in part to prepare
future generations for the environmental challenges they’ll face
ahead. That is, climate change, natural resource competition, ocean
acidification, sea-level rise, and rampant species extinction. In the
famous words of Albert Einstein, the significant problems we face today
cannot be solved with the same thinking we used when we created them.

http://nwtsj.org/register/
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This is why we must not undermine the value of creative thinking in
outdoor environmental education. While our education system tends to
emphasize critical thinking skills for good reason, sometimes the critic
within must be silenced for the improvisation of ideas and solutions: In
a study published by PLOS ONE journal, researchers Charles Limb and
Allen Braud found that the parts of the prefrontal cortex associated with
self-monitoring and conscious control were suppressed in jazz musicians
playing improv. Despite differences in the analytical- and creativethinking processes in the brain, however, both entail a sophisticated
application of knowledge.
Nature-themed art and writing exercises are ways for educators
to elicit creative thinking in students when teaching environmental
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education. What’s more, nature illustration outdoors, for example, can
break through learning barriers and focus the attention of students from
diverse backgrounds and learning levels while delivering life science
lessons, as witnessed by Straub Environmental Center’s executive
director, Catherine Alexander.
Alexander recently spent a day at the Little North Fork of the Santiam
River with 20 elementary-aged summer campers studying and drawing
the plants, fungi, and animals surrounding their beautiful setting in an
old-growth ecosystem. The students, representing a variety of learning
styles and backgrounds, took their seats on mossy patches of sunlight,
encapsulating science concepts in a portrayal of their immediate
watershed environment.
Imagine a children drawing an osprey. As she focuses on her
drawing, the child listens to her teacher talk about the length of the bird’s
wingspan, the purpose of its long, sharp talons, what it eats, and where
it lives. According to the brain lateralization theory that more divergent
thinking occurs in the right side of the brain, listening while drawing
helps distract and relax the student’s inner critic, expanding the reach and
flow of new connections in her mind. Less intimidated or hypercritical in
the art-making process, the child’s attention focuses on the charismatic
creature she is drawing and learning about. The art lesson unravels into an
engaged science lesson about the osprey’s ecological niche and life cycle.
“Art is more than a pastime,” says Alexander. “It can be an enabling
portal for a number of academic subjects. The summer campers reminded
me that art can have rhetorician value for students with learning disability
or for whom English is not their first language. It can be a powerful
equalizer and high-interest segue into all kinds of educational pursuits.”
One free, online resource to help educators tie art and creating
writing activities in life science lessons to Common Core and Next
Generation Science Standards is the “Toolkit for Educators,” developed
in partnership by Honoring Our Rivers: A Student Anthology, Portland
Metro STEM Partnership, and Straub Environmental Center. The toolkit
provides teacher-tested life science lessons plans that use Honoring Our
Rivers (HOR) with the corresponding learning standards.
The HOR anthology, a program of Willamette Partnership, a Portlandbased conservation
nonprofit,
encourages students
to fall in love with
rivers and express
their connections
to them creatively
– through art,
photography, poetry,
stories, and foreign
language – in
hopes of naturally
cultivating the
next generation of
watershed stewards
for the Pacific
Northwest species
and communities
who depend on
these vital systems.

Straub Environmental Center

Educators who integrate river-watershed-themed art and writing
activities into their lessons can not only stimulate the creative minds of their
students in an engaging educational way but give them an opportunity to
be published statewide by submitting their work to HOR. The program also
hosts student art exhibitions and student reading events across Oregon.
Educators can also learn more about nature-themed art instruction at
HOR’s upcoming workshops at the Coastal Learning Symposium this
Oct. 14 at Newport’s Oregon Coast Aquarium.
Teachers have the power to encourage the creative capacities of
our youth while addressing the increasing disconnect between children
and the outdoors. HOR exists to help them accomplish this feat. For
more information, visit www.honoringourrivers.org, or email info@
honoringourrivers.org.

Tess Malijenovsky is the coordinator of Honoring
Our Rivers: A Student Anthology, a program of the
Portland-based conservation nonprofit Willamette
Partnership. Prior to moving out West, Tess was
an environmental journalist and the assistant
editor of Coastal Review Online in North Carolina.
She studied Creative Writing and Spanish at the
University of North Carolina Wilmington

Honoring Our River seeking submissions for
2017 student anthology
This year’s edition will also share a “working rivers” theme in honor
of the Port of Portland’s 125th anniversary.
It’s just one more way to honor the rivers that
connect communities together. From riverconnected towns, traditions, and economies
(ie, fishing, agriculture) to sustainable
transportation, iconic bridges, and Lewis and
Clark’s expedition.
You can learn all the details about submitting
by visiting honoringourrivers.org/submit/.

Straub Environmental Center
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Discovering Careers
in Natural Resources
through Outdoor
Adventures
by Emily J. Anderson
Oregon State University

C

areer education and opportunities to explore diverse options
in higher education are often limited for many high school
students. New college students cite personal interests and workrelevant experiences as the primary factors influencing their degree
and career choice (Lent et al., 2002) and perceive a significant lack of
career guidance in the secondary school system (Hurley & Thorp, 2002).
Traditional and non-formal educators should find new and creative ways
to introduce youth to a variety of career options so they can make better
informed decisions about their future. Oregon 4-H Explorers provides
an example of introducing teens to natural resource career fields through
outdoor adventure programming.

is through time spent in the outdoors, developing that all-important
connection to nature while interacting directly with those who work in
the field. Oregon 4-H Explorers was designed to do just that: introduce
teens to careers while participating in an outdoor adventure program with
industry professionals.
The benefits of learning
in outdoor environments are
A young person’s
abundant. Through intentionally
choice to pursue a
designed outdoor experiences,
career in natural
youth advance their knowledge
and understanding, attitudes
resources often stems
and feelings, values and beliefs,
from exposure to
activities or behaviors, and personal
nature at an early age
and social development (Dillon,
and an attraction to
et.al. 2005). More specifically,
positive youth development
working outdoors.
programs with wilderness adventure
elements can play a key role in
addressing the needs of underserved youth (Norton & Watt, 2013). With
this understanding, outdoor adventure opportunities are an easy choice
for educators introducing youth to careers in natural resources while
remaining rooted in positive youth development theory.

Oregon 4-H Explorers is a place-based, experiential education
program for 12-18 year old youth. The program spans five months
with full day excursions scheduled every-other Saturday and resource
material to review in between. Marketing efforts highlight the outdoor
adventure and recreation
opportunities. However, in
addition to technical skill
building and nature-discovery,
youth are exposed to a new
natural resource profession
during each excursion. Local
professionals participate in each
excursion while informally
presenting about opportunities
to work in their field, which
compliments the outdoor
activity. For example, a fish
biologist joined the Explorers’
rafting trip and talked to the
participants about the time he
gets to spend on the river for
field work. Similarly, a forester
led participants on a Pacific
Crest Trail hike, a geologist
joined the caving expedition,
A young person’s
Explorers discover riparian ecosystems with a retired Forest Planner while hiking the Pacific and a climatologist took them
choice to pursue a career in
Crest Trail. Photo credit: Katie Feinauer.
snowshoeing at Crater Lake
natural resources often stems
National Park. Inviting these
from exposure to nature at an
guest professionals on the excursions provides a comfortable, informal
early age and an attraction to working outdoors (Sharik & Frisk, 2010).
way for youth to learn about natural resource topics and a “day in the life”
Additionally, youth who have a make the acquaintance of a professional
of a professional in the respective field.
in the field are more likely to choose a similar career path (Searle &
Participant evaluation results determined that program goals were
Bryant, 2009). One study found that the declining selection of natural
achieved.
Participants reported a stronger desire to study natural resources
resource careers is caused by a lack of understanding of what exactly
in college and pursue a career in a natural resource field. Conjointly,
these jobs involve and absence of exposure to the field (Hager, Straka, &
participants have a stronger connection with the natural environment, feel
Irwin, 2007).
safer and more comfortable outdoors, enjoy outdoor recreation more, care
Perhaps the best way to attract youth to natural resource careers
In recent decades, American teenagers have shown decreased
interest in natural resource professions despite their strong interest in
environmental issues (Strandbu & Krange, 2003). Declining enrollments
in these degree programs impacts the outlook of natural resource
industries. This poses a
significant problem with
economic success in
communities of the Pacific
Northwest that are strongly
linked to natural resources.
Furthermore, a personal
connection to nature is a
strong indicator of positive
environmental ethics and
desire to participate in
conservation activities as an
adult (Guiney & Oberhauser,
2010). For these reasons, one
of our educational priorities
should be finding ways for
youth to value and connect
with the resources, potentially
leading to the decision to
pursue a career in the field.
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more about the health of the environment and have a better understanding
of how ecosystems function.
While exploring the great outdoors and natural resource career fields,
Oregon 4-H Explorers simultaneously developed valuable soft skills that
will provide lifelong benefits in whatever
career path they ultimately choose to
pursue. Participants reported a stronger
sense of independence, increased
confidence, and a more positive selfimage. Furthermore, upon completion
of the program all participants said
they were passionate about the topics
presented and many believed they would
not have had the opportunity to learn
about these topics if not for the program.

the benefits and rewards of natural resource careers. A tremendous
opportunity exists in collaboration between schools and non-formal
environmental education organizations.
Non-formal education providers can be excellent resources for
school administrators and teachers.
Organizations like 4-H Youth
Development have the expertise
and flexibility to offer out-of-school
educational opportunities. Experiential
and place-based education outside the
classroom is an outstanding way to
supplement the traditional classroom
experience. Programs like Oregon
4-H Explorers can be developed in
collaboration with a class or school to
compliment the classroom experience
or can be stand-alone educational
experiences in out-of-school settings.

All of the youth who completed
the inaugural season of Oregon 4-H
Explorers wanted to participate the
following year. A leadership track
Offering opportunities for youth
Explorers learn about geology during a spelunking adventure in
was developed to offer the returning
to
develop
personal connections with
Lava Beds National Monument. Photo credit: Emily Anderson.
participants an elevated experience
nature may be the first step in their
where they could explore careers more deeply and strengthen their
eventual selection of a career in natural resources. Oregon 4-H Explorers
leadership skills. These experienced youth earned the title “Guide”
demonstrates that during or after that connection has been made, creating
when they committed to the second season of the program. They were
environments for youth to spend unstructured time with professionals
tasked with deciding which recreation activities and natural resource
in these fields can have a significant impact on their ability to visualize
fields would be explored in the second season. They were then given the
themselves in those professional roles. Facilitating these opportunities in a
responsibility of leading “tailgate sessions,” or safety talks, and physically way that is fun and engaging for participants has a strong and long lasting
guiding the group through adventure activities. They each received 4-H
impact.
Junior Leader Training, CPR and First Aid certification, Leave No Trace
training, and were offered job shadowing opportunities with one of the
guest professionals.
Emily Anderson works for Oregon State University as
a 4-H Youth Development Program Coordinator in
The keys to success for Oregon 4-H Explorers that should be
Lane County, Oregon.
considered when designing similar adventure- or nature- based programs
are, (1) informal learning and self-discovery, (2) diligent risk management
protocols, and (3) strong relationships between youth and adults. Oregon
4-H Explorers follows a true “learn-by-doing,” experiential approach.
Activities were intentionally designed to be hands-on and learning was
often self-paced. Rather than scheduled lessons or prescribed curriculum,
youth learned about natural resource careers through informal question
and answer and one-on-one conversation. Risk management and safety
are also significant factors in creating an environment where youth are
comfortable. In addition to important safety protocols and requirements
mandated by the organization, Oregon 4-H Explorers utilized “tailgate
sessions” at the beginning of each excursion to discuss safety concerns
and precautions for the particular day’s activities. Finally, youth
developed strong relationships with the adult chaperones who supervised
each excursion. This allowed a deeper sense of safety and comfort while
experiencing new, and often risky, activities. The amount of time spent
with the guest professionals, typically 6-8 hours, also offered the unique
opportunity to develop a comfort level that is difficult to create in an
alternative classroom presentation. Youth were able to ask questions about
their career throughout the day as the level of comfort increased.
Careers in natural resource fields are alluring options for youth who
have a personal connection to nature or would enjoy working outdoors.
Unfortunately, many youth do not consider these fields because they are
not exposed to them or offered opportunities to spend unstructured time in
nature. Non-formal educators are in a prime position to design programs
that compensate for these missed opportunities and help youth discover
CLEARING Fall 2016
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Encouraging
Environmental
Stewardship:
Three Approaches

by Erin Tessier
Miami University of Ohio

W

hat makes you want to act sustainably? Why do you
recycle, compost, have an organic garden, or only purchase
sustainably sourced products? Take a moment and really think
about the reason(s). Is it because you feel acting sustainably is simply
the right thing to do, does it save you money, does your social network
encourage you to do so? Your reasons may vary, but unfortunately, not
everyone feels the way you do. We all know of the many environmental
concerns facing the world today. From climate change to habitat and
biodiversity loss, pollution and over-consumption... it’s a tall order to
tackle. Conservation scientists have been successful at pinpointing the
many causes of environmental degradation, but cataloging threats does
not prevent them from happening (Schultz, 2011). The current state of
the planet is due to the behaviors and lifestyle choices of the billions of
humans that inhabit it. A healthy planet will not be possible unless the
behaviors of humans are addressed and effectively altered (Schultz, 2011).
So the question becomes, how can we prevent further environmental
damage, and encourage pro-environmental behaviors? As educators,
we work hard to address this question and hope that we are making a
difference. Given our roles, it is important to understand the reasons why
people choose to act sustainably. This article will look at the reasons why
some people do not engage in environmental stewardship behavior and
discuss the best ways to motivate people to participate in behaviors that
benefit the environment while decreasing environmental degradation.

Photo: Hood River Middle School. Courtesy of Michael Becker.

Reasons Pro-Environmental Behavior is Avoided or
Disregarded
What is keeping people from acting in pro-environmental ways?
Some conservation psychologists blame the lack of action on humans
being shortsighted (Clayton & Myers, 2009; Schultz, 2011). People seek
immediate gratification and quick fixes to problems. Often these quick
fixes involve less monetary and time investments. Humans also believe
what they want to be true and disregard other information (Clayton &
Myers, 2009). Sometimes people are unable to mentally cope with largescale problems and would rather practice avoidance, denial, or be blindly
optimistic about the outcomes and/or leave it up to a higher power
instead of trying to solve the problem (Clayton & Myers, 2009).

Why do some people engage
in environmentally responsible
behavior when others don’t?
How can we motivate people to
participate in behaviors that are
good for the earth?
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Often people simply do not feel personally threatened by
environmental problems. Humans tend to assume that things are worse
in other areas than in their own backyard, so they do not feel obligated
to act or feel fixing environmental issues is their responsibility (Clayton
& Myers, 2009; Schultz, 2011). Many people believe it is up to the
government to deal with environmental problems since the problems are
too large for one individual to tackle (Clayton & Myers, 2009).
Social norms or behaviors and values that are considered acceptable
by society also affect environmental stewardship (Sherif, 1936),. People
do not feel obligated to alter their behaviors if their acquaintances are
not doing so. Consequently, Clayton & Myers (2009) believe that if a
sustainable behavior is not mainstream, or practiced by the majority of
the population, then it is not likely to become popular. Often adapting to
sustainable behaviors takes effort, and humans are creatures of habit that
want things to be simple.
Actions related to social norms are similar to the effects of the
“tragedy of the commons”. As Hardin (1968) described it, the commons
are a shared resource such as a pasture available for all to graze their
livestock on. Without limitations on its use, the pasture can be destroyed
by everyone’s desire to utilize it to the fullest. If a resource is free, a
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consumer wants to maximize their use of said resource. Capitalizing on
the availability of the resource is directly beneficial to the individual,
but detrimental to the resource if many users act in the same way. If one
consumer sees others using the resource irresponsibly, they feel they are
entitled to do the same. This mentality of getting what you can, while
you can, is not sustainable and leads to overuse and depletion of the
resource to the detriment of all (Clayton & Myers, 2009).
Now that we know what often keeps people from behaving
sustainably, we should look at how we can change that. There are three
basic options to address behavioral change. They involve putting our
energy into the next generation and focusing on children; focusing on
adults; or focusing on legislation. Each option has their merits and given
the state of our environment it is best to address all three, but that isn’t
always possible.

A Focus on Children
It’s pretty obvious that what occurs in someone’s early life will
impact their adult life and this is the case when it comes to environmental
values. Ewert, Place & Sibthorp (2005) found that early childhood
outdoor experiences, especially those that involve play, correlated
to a desire to be in natural environments later in life. Participation in
positive outdoor activities, exposure to media events that focused on
environmental issues, and witnessing negative ecological events all were
predictors of adult’s values of nature (Ewert et al., 2005).
Families and social circles have a huge impact on the value a young
child places on nature as well. The parents decide what interactions the
child has with nature, they guide the topics of conversation, demonstrate
interest levels and priorities, and determine which, if any, outdoor summer
camps or environmental education programs might be attended (Ewert
et al., 2005). Children that participated in outdoor activities, talked about
the environment at home, watched nature films and/or read about the
environment all were more likely to have altruistic or biocentric values of
nature, which acted as preconditioning to partake in pro-environmental
behaviors later in life (Eagles & Demare, 1999; Ewert et al., 2005).
Positive exposure to nature at a young age can also often lead
to place attachment. Place attachment occurs when a person creates
an emotional and cognitive bond with a setting and that place holds
meaning to them (Vaske & Kobrin, 2001; Halpenny, 2006).When
someone associates meaning to a specific place, there is a natural desire
to preserve that place. When this setting is a natural resource, they are
more likely to engage in environmentally sustainable activities to protect
it (Vaske & Kobrin, 2001; Halpenny, 2006). Place attachment has been
shown to be a statistically significant predictor of environmentally
responsible behavior (Halpenny, 2006). Involvement in specific work
that benefits their valued setting, like a local clean-up, allows children
to see the positive difference their actions can make (Vaske & Kobrin,
2001). This is an empowering feeling that can encourage children to
engage in additional environmentally responsible behaviors and may
create a conservationist identity that impacts their day-to-day activities
(Vaske & Kobrin, 2001; Halpenny, 2006).
Identity can be a powerful tool. People have a desire to behave
consistently, and if they feel they identify as an environmentalist,
they will usually engage in further activities to promote that identity
(Thogersen, 2004). A focus on our childhood experiences could be a
huge factor in developing an identity that would allow us to defy social
norms to better align with our values. If we are able to continue to
support open space access and National Parks for children to experience
and play in nature, they may be able to develop ecocentric, biocentric
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or altruistic values that will lead to pro-environmental behaviors later in
life (Ewert et al., 2005). These experiences in nature will ideally lead to
place attachments that further increase their dedication to environmental
stewardship (Vaske & Kobrin, 2001; Halpenny, 2006).
This focus on children may need to happen at a very early age.
A study done by Eagles & Demare (1999) showed that even sixth
graders, children aged 11-12 years, may be too old to make a difference
in their attitudes toward nature. When sixth graders attended a highly
rated, popular environmental camp for a week it increased their
environmental knowledge, but had no effect on their attitudes towards
the environment. The length of time in such a setting did not seem to
be a factor either since the same results were found in other studies
with increased exposure to environmental education (Keen, 1991).
When teenagers were involved in a 6-week long wilderness hiking
experience their environmental knowledge increased, but attitudes
were not altered (Eagles & Demare, 1999). Although most sixth grade
students from Eagles and Demare’s study (1999) went into the program
with set environmental attitudes and values, those from low-income and
socioeconomic situations with little environmental exposure did seem
more positively impacted and showed improved environmental attitudes.
So if these programs are specifically directed at younger city-dwelling,
low-income students, there would be proportionally more impact on
increasing positive environmental attitudes (Eagles & Demare, 1999).
Adults are also impacted by this focus on childhood exposure and
education. It is often assumed that parents do all the teaching, but this
role can flip (Ambert, 2001). It has been shown that environmental
education provided to children was effectively relayed to their parents
and other adults in the home and led to environmentally responsible
behaviors (Damerell, Howe & Milner-Gulland, 2013). In the study
by Damerell, et al., (2013) they looked at the effects of wetland
environmental education provided to 161 children, ages 7-15, that were
a part of wildlife clubs and whether the information was relayed to their
parents. They found that children who partook in wetland conservation
education were more knowledgeable than those who did not, and the
more knowledgeable the child was about wetland preservation, the
more knowledgeable their parents were and was directly related to
their involvement in the educational program. This was especially
noticeable when the child had actually participated in work to conserve
the wetlands. Water conservation behaviors in the household were also
more prevalent when the child had been involved in the educational and
conservation programs (Damerell, et al., 2013).

Addressing Adults
Children are an obvious focus to ensure future generations are
sustainably minded, but what about the adults that are impacting those
children and also voting, driving, and purchasing products that have a
direct impact on our environment? What are the best ways to impact
adults? How can the factors that reduce environmentally responsible
behaviors be addressed when grown-ups tend to be so stuck in their ways?
Education alone is not enough. Environmental education must be
combined with motivation, along with an attempt to create a connection
with nature if it is lacking (Schultz, 2011). As educators, we know that
we cannot simply relay information. We must inspire and empower.
Connections may be encouraged through citizen science projects and/
or experiential activities. Oddly enough, environmental education
can sometimes have the opposite effect intended. People can be
overwhelmed when broad problems such as climate change and mass
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Encouraging Environmental Stewardship
(continued)

extinctions are introduced. Giving people specific actions to reduce
an impending environmental threat, like recycling their cell phones or
switching to LED bulbs, is typically more impactful than providing scary
details of the effects of this threat (Clayton & Myers, 2009; Schultz, 2011).
To address the impacts of social norms on environmental behaviors
there needs to be a focus on sustainable actions rather than pointing
out unsustainable activities. If people believe that pro-environmental
behaviors are more common than not, it will encourage them to
partake in the same actions (Schultz, 2011). Highlighting a negative
behavior has the opposite effect. For instance, if people are told that
littering has increased in a local area, it may increase their likelihood of
littering since they feel it is socially acceptable. A specific case where
this occurred was in Arizona’s Petrified National Forest. A sign used
to discourage the taking of small pieces of petrified wood actually
encouraged people to remove the wood because it mentioned the loss of
14 tons of small petrified wood pieces each year (Cialdini et al., 2006).
Promoting environmentally friendly behaviors is much more likely to
induce change; it is inspiring and can create an environmental identity if
someone is praised for a pro-environmental behavior (Schultz, 2011).
To really inflict behavior change in adults there are some tactics
that have been found to be more successful. When selecting a behavior
to address make certain that it is a behavior that is non-divisible and
produces the exact desired effect. For instance, it’s not enough for
someone to buy LED light bulbs, they need to be installed (McKenzieMohr, 2013). Identifying the barriers that keep people from doing desired
behaviors and addressing ways to overcome those barriers are very
important. Asking for commitments to change behavior publicly has also
been shown to be effective since people do not want to be perceived as
dishonest for not following through (Michel-Guillou & Moser, 2006).
Utilizing personal contact can be very influential. Direct interaction is
much more effective than a brochure, and is even more successful when
coming from a respected member of the targeted community (Hopper &
Nielsen, 1991).

Utilizing Legislation and Government
If specific behaviors cannot be addressed, more governmental
restrictions could be implemented. Many citizens feel that the government
is responsible for dealing with environmental problems (Clayton & Myers,
2009). A survey done in 2008 of over 2,000 adults regarding their feelings
about climate change found that a majority supported governmental
action to reduce US impacts on climate change, even if it affected the
individual economically (Leiserowitz, Maibach & Roser-Renouf, 2008).
For example, 80% of those surveyed supported government regulations on
carbon dioxide emissions and 79% said that a fuel efficiency of 45 miles
per gallon should be standard for personal vehicles even if it increased the
selling price of the car (Leiserowitz et al., 2008).
Incentives offered by the government have also proven to be effective
in encouraging sustainable practices. Rewards are more impactful than
fines (McKenzie-Mohr, 2013). Margolles-Varela and Onsted (2014)
found that awareness of incentives correlated to ownership of solar
energy systems. The Leiserowitz et al. (2008) study also found that 85%
of those surveyed supported tax rebates for purchasing renewable energy
sources, and 72% believed subsidies should be implemented for replacing
appliances for more energy efficient ones. Based on this research it
seems apparent that the government has the support of the public to make
regulatory changes that could mitigate impacts on the environment.
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Final Thoughts
As a new parent, as well as an educator, I can only hope that the
concepts I teach both to my child and to those I educate are sinking in.
Utilizing the tactics discussed in this article are sure to help me do just
that. Ideally, organizations, educators, and governmental agencies are
addressing children, adults, and legislation when it comes to encouraging
environmental stewardship. By addressing our youth we are creating a
more sustainably minded future generation. When encouraging adults to
behave sustainably we are at least introducing them to new behaviors,
which may increase their acceptance of said behaviors, and make potential
future legislation more acceptable. All these tactics combined will hopefully
make environmental stewardship the new standard way of living.
Erin Tessier is an educator at San Diego Zoo
Global and a graduate student at Miami University
of Ohio.
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Finding Curriculum in the World Around You

Field Study Kits for All
By Martin E. Fortin, Jr.
AWSP Director of Learning Centers

E

arly in my career as a science teacher
I had the opportunity to attend a
lecture by the famous Princeton
professor Dr. Herbert Alyea. His
demonstrations were so legendary he was
referred to as Dr. Boom. In fact, he loudly
ignited some gases for us during the lecture.
But I better knew of his creation of the
TOPS program. The acronym stood for The
Overhead Projection Series. Dr. Alyea was
convinced that the best way to learn was for
each student to have their own miniature lab
kit that they could use at their desk to follow
along with his demonstrations. This kit did not
involve explosions but did replicate real lab

As a former 7th grade life
science teacher I knew
that given the assignment,
students can find almost
anything in the natural
environment.

investigations. I still have
my kit I received the day
of that seminar.

As a former 7th grade life
science teacher I knew
that given the assignment,
students can find almost
anything in the natural
environment. I would
announce a weekly field
trip just out the doors of my classroom. The students were charged
with finding mosses,
ferns, grasses, insects, or
whatever natural science
unit we were studying.
They never failed in
finding the samples I
requested. It wasn’t until
I began my tenure at the
Cispus Learning Center
that I realized we could
Small cardboard plant press.
replicate the professor’s
ideas for field study in an inexpensive way. Dr. Alyea’s concept of

This article first appeared in the Spring 2015 issue of Washington
Principal Magazine.
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each student having the means for hands-on investigations inspired
me to develop a field kit
for outdoor study.
As an ASB advisor I was
very familiar with the
contents of the catalogs
from the Oriental Trading
Company and US Toy.
Combing through those
catalogs I discovered
Magnifying glass.
inexpensive items that could
replicate those pieces of
equipment commonly used in a formal laboratory. Among other
things I filled the study kit with a pair of scissors, a hand lens, a
ruler, and hand-made meter tape, a plant press, study plot placemarkers, and tools to
hold or probe those
interesting items found
outdoors.
Some other almost free
options I found along the
way: Plastic picnic knife
for separating items, Old
cassette tape boxes for
collecting and storing
Tiny scissors.
specimens, Paper plates as
an examination platform, Coffee filters for separating liquids.
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$0.95

TOTAL

I believe using readily
available and inexpensive
tools to encourage and
nurture the exploration of
our natural environment
is an effective approach
to learning. Especially
valuable when the student
is alongside their teacher
Flexible measuring tape.
using the same tools. Dr.
Alyea once said “A good teacher is one who explains a concept; a
better teacher is one who asks questions about the concept; and the best
teacher is one who demonstrates the concept then solicits the questions
from the students.”

photo © Rick Allen

Here’s the breakdown:
$0.15 Small writing pad for taking notes			
$0.05 Magnifying glass for examining items
$0.02 Small Cardboard Plant press for collecting samples
$0.05 Cardboard Clipboard & Produce bag rain cover
$0.125 Ruler for measuring
$0.125 Scissors for collecting samples
$0.02 Popsicle sticks for marking sites
$0.06 Small plastic bags for collecting items
$0.02 Acid/ base indicator strips from a spa supply company
$0.15 Crayons for sketching, recording, marking
$0.05 Plastic Scratcher for digging
$0.01 Toothpicks for separating or holding down items
$0.00 Flexible measuring tape made from back-to-back masking
tape and marked by students
$0.04 Zip lock bag to keep everything together-marked with the
owner’s name.
$0.08 Sales tax

CONNECTING PEOPLE,
NATURE & COMMUNITY
THROUGH EDUCATION
SINCE 1986

www.ncascades.org

(360) 854-2599

With this Field STEM kit
every student can have their
own personal set of tools
to investigate the natural
environment. Even better- they
can take them home at the end
of the school year and continue
to explore the out of doors
wherever they go.
Popsicle sticks for marking sites.

Martin Fortin is director of the Chewelah and
Cispus Outdoor Learning Centers in Washington.
He was a science teacher for 16 years, and was
given the President’s Award from the Environmental
Education Association of Washington.
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Place-based Education

knew why. As people living in The Dalles, what holds us together - what
are the warp, and the weft? How many threads would be needed to be cut
before we, just like the Iraqis I had seen, would kill each other, lie about
each other, and hate each other openly? What holds us together? Love
of shopping, televised sports, showing off our large homes? ...Not good
enough.
The seed for Wahtonka Community School was planted in my mind that
day. A school that would utilize young people, most of whom had not
fared well in public schools, in the work of building authentic community.
What if teenagers could bring together adults who otherwise would
not interact with one another? What if they could provide inspiring
projects that benefitted our town, which allowed for the elderly, the
disabled, the war veterans, the lonely, and everyone else, to feel like they
mattered? What if along their journey, they felt empowered to make their
community stronger, healthier? What if they learned how to work with
others, to take action when things were not right, and to maintain those
things that are right? What if we gave them an education most usually
found in affluent private schools - allowing them to set up their own
learning, giving them great staff and opportunities to shine, and then
turning them loose and supporting them?

Layden Warner and friends constructed a working Trebuchet, circa May 2015.
Layden put on a demonstration for the students of Chenowith Elementary.
Photo by Neita Cecil, used with permission, The Dalles Chronicle.

Discovering the
Warp and Weft of a
Community

T

by Brian Goodwin
he familiar clank and roar of a Bradley Fighting Vehicle
approaching on the street caught my attention. It also caught the
attention of the woman seated next to me as she sipped her latte.
The look of fear on her face was unmistakable. The event filled
me with mixed feelings - redemption, anger, joy. Unlike the Iraqis whose
country we left devoid of order, this woman did not have to worry about
being shot, or her neighbors turning her in to us as a Saddam Loyalist, or
her husband forever disappearing to Abu Gharib. This was The Dalles,
Oregon. The Bradley rolled by, on its way to an event. This time, it was we
who were “attacked” by it.
The woman looked at me, as if to say “I am afraid and angry, that this
thing is going by on the street”. I felt redemption, maybe on behalf of the
millions of Iraqis that were terrorized by our bombs and guns and tanks.
I felt anger, that she could not empathize with them. Upon reflection, I
realized she symbolized our fellow Americans to me. Unaware, fragile,
feeling powerless, disconnected. It had been a few years since I had been
back from the war, and I was still “wrapped tight”. Many friends had come
to my rescue in my darkest hours, telling me they needed my help for this
or that project - lots of volunteering. I came back from the war to life as
usual - there was virtually nothing back in the states that would indicate
we had a hundred thousand citizens in a war - but with the realization of
just how fragile our peaceful community is.
My wife had purchased a loom for weaving when I was gone. She told me
about warp and weft - one provides the structure for the weaving, the other
fills it in. The Bradley vs. Latte drinker event haunted me, until one night I
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We opened the doors July 7, 2014. Yes, July. Many detractors told me
that a bunch of kids that could not hack it in high school would not show
up during the summer. 33 young people proved them wrong. My staff,
comprised of a secretary, an assistant, a teacher, and myself, introduced
the students to a new way of learning. Service Learning projects made up
the bulk of their day - they chose the project and a partner, we tied in the
academics.
The experience to me felt like working in the base HQ in Iraq when things
were really hopping - sprinting a million miles a minute, making changes
on the fly, trying hundreds of things to see what worked. Probably 80%
of what we tried over the past two years failed big time. What worked
was our ability and willingness to stop doing things that did not work
right away, and learning from the experience and trying something else.
I feel like we are getting closer to something great. The school has been
inspired by the ideas of Greg Smith (formerly of Lewis and Clark), David
Greenwood, and Ivan Illich. My boss, Superintendent Candy Armstrong,
had the foresight almost 20 years ago to send me and others to Nestucca
to see the magic that Roger Rada and his people were doing with Service
Learning - simply amazing. We enjoy the support of Candy, and also our
school board, without which none of this would have happened.
What is the school like now? 55 students, one more teacher. Students
run a science museum open to the public, a large raised bed garden and
produce market, community education classes during the colder months,
out-of-school programming for high poverty elementary kids, oral history
interviews at the senior center, and are finishing up a small library they

Students from WCS and staff member Sala I’aulualo getting ready to perform
traditional Samoan Dance with our guests from American Samoa high school.
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hope to open to the public this fall. We just hosted a group of high school
students from American Samoa High School, who spent a week inspiring
and teaching us about how they use theater to teach about issues impacting
young people. We are planning on partnering with a local artist, and
planning a trip to their country in April, where we will work with their
staff and students to teach them about how our school works, and also do a
week-long art project with their people.
Every 6 weeks students must complete a 16 hour service project in the
community, a social studies project in the community, an independent
study of their choosing, 12
hours of self-paced math, a
Research and Development
(science usually) project, and
help out with one of our school
projects. Students are guided
in setting up their projects as
much as needed. Staff ties in
state and CCSS standards.
Students are coached in how to
manage their time, and given
weekly expectations for the
quantity of work we expect.
They never cease to amaze
us with their caring, support
of one another, creativity, and
hard work.
There are no classes (except
those provided by volunteers
or the students themselves).
Teachers and staff are truly there Students deliver an extra tall raised garden
bed to Mid-Columbia Senior Center - one
to support and guide, not to
of three they made. Inner wrap is Tofurkey
discipline and force compliance.
Wrap acquired from local recycler.
It comes down to trusting the
kids, that they are sentient
beings, capable of making good decisions about THEIR learning. Our
students learn very deeply many topics, and apply their learning, so it sticks.
Year one we graduated 7 students. Last year it was 20. There is a lot of
pressure for us to get bigger - I will fight this for as long as I am at the
helm. Right now, every person knows everybody else, and there is sense
of real community. I have encouraged colleagues, in district and out, to
replicate what we do, but I do not want to see us grow and become less
personal.
The longevity of this program is important to me, and I hope to our kids,
and community. We have students working on a plan to secure 5 to 10
acres of farmland for us, so that we might one day start up a Permaculture
farm. We are looking to establish long term relationships with other
schools like us in the state, nation and around the world. Our kids are
excited to send ambassadors to Japan to our sister city, make permanent
our exchange program with American Samoa, and also help out a child
care center in Brazil. We of course are also looking to become a more
active member of our own community - by creating and maintaining
relationships with others who are seeking to improve the quality of life
for everyone.

Brian Goodwin is the Principal and also teaches full time
at Wahtonka Community School. He is in his 22nd year as
an educator in Oregon. He was awarded the Bronze Star for
his service as a Liaison/Intel Officer in Iraq with the Oregon
National Guard, 2003-2004.
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10 Tips for Teachers in
Integrating Service Learning
These tips developed by The Straub Environmental Learning
Center may be helpful for teachers who are beginning to
integrate environmental literacy into the classroom:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Start small, and find other teachers who are interested in
doing a community project. Support and collaboration
are critical for success as you begin this work.
Don’t let issues like transportation and funding stand
in your way. Be creative and persistent, and employ all
available community resources.
Getting to know community partners is a must, so be
prepared to make calls and meet with prospective
partners. They will probably be more than willing to
work with you, and may have resources you can use.
Don’t let your class become a work crew. The work you
do should be the work of your partner. This is not a field
trip or guest presentation, but authentic involvement in
your partner’s work.
Be organized and plan ahead. You can never foresee all
possibilities, but staying organized will make you more
successful with students and partners.
Promote the program. It’s not about you; it’s about the
students and their capacity to serve as a resource for
their community.
Involve students in the selection of their work, and in
designing their products. This may be the first time
they have some control over their learning. It can be
empowering for them.
As your work expands, think about ways for the
program to sustain itself after you leave.
Don’t worry about having to know the content, or
being in charge of direct instruction. You will become
a facilitator; instruction comes from the community
partner and the curriculum resources you organize.

10

Remember: This is about community! The work
students do must have a clear context. They should
come out of their study knowing what their community
is, how it functions and how they can participate. This
approach also fosters community building within the classroom,
as students reconnect with themselves and each other.
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In the Field:
Teachers Learning
from Scientists

I

By Sarah R. Johnson, MAEd
t has been noted that teachers and scientists do not typically
interact and share. There is a wide gap between scientists and
science teachers (including nonformal educators and interpreters).
Sometimes there is a lack of trust between teachers and scientists.
In a world were we need stronger, more effective, better funded science
and environmental education, I decided to look into the current state
of scientist – teacher relationships and interactions at biological field
stations to complete my master’s degree capstone thesis. Specifically, I
conducted a multi-case study of innovative science teacher professional
development programming at biological field stations.
Biological field stations are places where students, faculty, researchers,
community members, and others conduct hands-on science investigations
learn from researchers, and gain knowledge of the local ecosystem.
Biological field stations are typically run by academic institutions,
private non-for-profit organizations, or governmental agencies. These are
places teachers and scientists can learn from each other: teachers gain
more knowledge of the scientific process and ecological content, and
scientists learn to be stronger scientific communicators.
Initially, I created a list of criteria in which to select the four case
study sites. These criteria included characteristics of science teacher
professional development that seemed innovative based on a thorough
literature review and 15 years of personal experience in the field of
environmental education.

Programming Criteria Established for Multi-Case
Study Innovative Teachers Professional Development at
Biological Field Stations
1.

focused on bringing teachers and scientists or researchers
together

2.

outdoor field-based

3.

focused on inquiry-based learning and instruction

4.

worked toward increasing environmental literacy for both
the teachers and their respective students

5.

focused on STEM education

6.

included a strategy for increasing diversity/inclusion as a
means to attracting minorities to the science and natural
resources field

7.

data-driven assessment and evaluation of efficacy of
teacher/scientist partner programs

8.

programmatic structure for implementation and
transference back into the K-12 classroom or field
experience

9.

planning and logistical strategies
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New England Field Station scientists facilitating teacher professional
development workshop. Photo by Sarah R. Johnson

I solicited field stations to participate in the multi-case study through
the Organization of Biological Field Stations listserv and received an
overwhelming response of interested programs. Using my established
criteria, I selected four case study sites. The four case study sites
represented a diversity of geography, administration, research focus, and
outreach programming for teachers.

Case Study 1: New England Field Station
The New England field station is a private Ivy League university’s
experimental forest field station with a long history in forestry and
ecological research. It serves as a Long-Term Ecological Research
(LTER) site and receives funding for its teacher outreach program from
the National Science Foundation (NSF) who funds the LTER program
along with other grants and funding from family foundations. The field
station has a part-time school outreach coordinator funded by grants, the
National Science Foundation, and private donations.
The teacher professional development programming is primarily based
on teachers setting up schoolyard research studies. The program goal
is to engage students and teachers in the process of science through
authentic field science investigations, allowing them to experience
first hand what it is like to be a field scientist. The field station works
to connect children to nature by getting kids outside. The field station
scientists have developed simple protocols for schools similar to the
more complex protocols the scientists are using to study multiple forest
issues. A few schools have been collecting data for over 10 years and
have data sets the students learn to analyze and interpret.
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Case Study 2: Upper Midwest Field Station

Case Study 3: Big River Field Station

The Upper Midwest field station is a land-grant state university’s offcampus site that includes an experimental forestry, aquatic studies, and
agricultural research. The entire field station is over 4,000 acres in size.
Part of the field station is utilized as a LTER site and receives funding
for some of its teacher outreach programming from the National Science
Foundation who funds the LTER program along with other grants and
partnerships. The university funds a Science Education and Outreach
Coordinator at the biological field station to run and oversee the K-12
teacher
outreach
program.

The Big River field station is small riverside classroom and research
facility associated with a small private liberal-arts college. The field
station infrastructure is funded by the college and the programming is
funded through grants from large corporations and partnerships with local
organizations and agencies. The field station director is a tenured faculty
who spends a quarter of his time as the field station director and the rest
of his time as teaching faculty. The field station is utilized by high school
teachers during a week long summer STEM professional development
workshop. Teachers visit the
field station for half a day
during the STEM workshop
to introduce them to the place
and invite them to come back
with their students for field
trips during the school year.

The focus
of the
Upper
Midwest
field
station’s
K-12
teacher
outreach
program is
to provide
Upper Midwest Field Station conducting teacher
resources and
professional development using
professional
smartphone microscopes.
development
Photo by Sarah R. Johnson
for local
teachers by sharing the love of science through the creation and sharing
of many resources and innovative programs according to the description
of their programming on their website. The NSF funding is used to cover
the expenses of five professional development days a year in science
education for local teachers. Each professional development day includes
a plenary with scientists and sessions provided by field station faculty
and graduate students. Teacher outreach programming includes Research
Experiences for Teachers (RETs), elementary teacher outdoor science
teaching institute, and the GK-12 teacher partnership summer institute
that is coupled with a spring one-day workshop.

Case Study 4: Pacific
Northwest Field
Station
The Pacific Northwest
field station is operated in
partnership with a large landgrant public university, the
local USDA Forest Service
Research Station, and the
Pacific Northwest Field Station teacher
local National Forest. The
workshop planning retreat with master
teachers, scientists and researchers.
field station is a LTER site
Photo by Sarah R. Johnson
and receives funding from the
National Science Foundation,
university, and US Forest Service along with other sources. It is a
15,800 acre field station that is used for forest ecology and watershed
science research. A partnership between the university and state forestry
and natural resources extension office provides teacher professional
development experiences for teachers. It provides 0.7 time of one staff to
coordinate teacher professional development. This case study explored
a teacher-scientist partnership data literacy program. The intent of the
program is for students to: become inspired and adept enough to continue
the pursuit of STEM endeavors, foster citizens who are math and science
literate, and develop a better understanding of contextualized curriculum
implementation and outcomes.

New Themes of Innovation

Author visiting the Big River Field Station. Photo provided by Sarah R. Johnson
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After sending questionnaires, conducting interviews, and visiting
each of the sites and observing their innovative teacher professional
development programs, new innovative themes began to emerge. The
nine criteria identified for this study were critical to the development
of the study and created common ground upon which to collect data
from each of the field stations. It was evident throughout this study that
these criteria are important to science teacher professional development
in the broad context. Yet, throughout the course of completing this
study, using the nine criteria as a starting point of investigation began
to unearth six new additional criteria or themes. The six new themes
are tangible and applicable in ways that complement the previous nine
and if implemented, can create effective science teacher professional
development.
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In the Field: Teachers Learning
from Scientists
(continued)
Create scientist identity in teachers.
Throughout the multi-case study and as identified in the literature
(Moreno et al., 2001; Musante, 2006), science teachers do not always
identify themselves as scientists or know how to embrace and feel
confident teaching the scientific process, let alone teach it through
methods of inquiry. The professional development programs that find
ways, subtle and not so subtle, to value and affirm teachers in their
identity as scientists and give them tools and allow them to practice the
process of science offer teachers a stronger identity as scientists and
as members of the scientific community. Part of this strategy includes
giving teachers permission to conduct investigations and experiments
that may fail and allowing them to not know the pre-determined outcome
of every investigation or experiment. From my research, this is best
done by allowing teachers to practice protocols (as they do at the New
England field station), hear from scientists and researchers that science
is messy with unknown outcomes (as occurs at each of the case study
sites), and providing enough time for teachers to fully explore scientific
questions and investigations during professional development workshops
(which is difficult to implement at each field station due to scheduling
and time constraints).
Leverage master and veteran teachers in program design.
Experienced master and veteran teachers have tremendous insight and
understanding of school culture and teachers’ needs. They feel valued
by being part of the design and planning of professional development
experiences. Creating a structure to leverage the expertise of teachers
leads to strong buy-in, advocates for the program, and also gives
other teachers a relational entry point among the field station experts
(scientists, researchers, program coordinators) to the professional
development program.
The Pacific Northwest field station demonstrated this during a
spring planning retreat for the summer multi-day teacher workshop.
Experienced master teachers sometimes serve as mentors to other
teachers who are in the early stages of adopting new curricula or trying
on new teaching practices learned during professional development
experiences. The Pacific Northwest field station also actively
incorporates teachers and scientists into the planning, and it seemed to
me to have an incredible impact on the overall program.
The New England field station leverages its veteran teachers to share
their best practices and learnings through presentations during the spring
workshop as well as sharing through e-newsletters and website and blog
posts.
At the Upper Midwest field station, experienced teachers not only
are advocates for the field station professional development, but also
contribute to the education of the graduate fellows who are learning to be
more effective science communicators.
Build and foster ongoing communities of practice.
In order to influence teachers’ practice of teaching science, continual
support from the field station professional development coordinators
as well as the scientists and researchers is necessary. Building collegial
communities of practice among mixed groups of master teachers, less
experienced teachers, scientists and researchers, and the professional
development coordinators can serve as a powerful mechanism to
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supporting teachers in trying on new teaching practices and improving
their science teaching skills. These networks can be any size, yet in my
observations, I noticed that networks of 20-30 teachers seemed to work
well; groups of more than approximately 30 teachers do not easily foster
the close relationships necessary to build strong long-term communities
of practice. I noticed that it is the shared journey of the teachers learning
together with the scientists and researchers, and not so much the final
piece of curriculum that may be created through the process, that is most
impactful and offers the most learning for the teachers and scientists
alike. Each of the case study site administrators acknowledged the need
for sustained support in order for their teachers to have higher chances
of implementation and changes in their teaching practice. My research
affirms the work of Moreno et al., (2001): In the case of teaching science,
as with any situation, strong relationships build strong communities and
safe, transformative spaces.
Take care of your people.
In addition to creating strong relationships, the most successful
professional development programming at field stations takes into
account the importance of thoughtful care of and the feasibility and ease
of participation of everyone involved: teachers, university faculty and
staff, scientists, and researchers. Teacher professional development is an
extra requirement or responsibility for those involved in most cases. At
each of the case study sites, program coordinators offer one or more of
these incentives: a stipend or some form of compensation to the teachers
who participate, offer to pay for substitute teachers at the teachers’
schools, set up necessary travel details for the scientists and researchers,
offer compensation to the scientists and research partners, feed everyone
lunch, and make it as easy for people to participate as possible. This is a
priority at the Big River field station where the college faculty involved
are given a stipend on top of their salary to participate in teacher
outreach. The teachers were also compensated for their participation
in the professional development. It was clear that offering compelling,
well-organized, and well-executed professional development is key
to attracting teachers to participate and to foster a high retention rate.
Incentivizing teachers does not always necessarily imply a high level of
engagement, yet it does create a stronger likelihood that they will attend.
The New England field station did not compensate its teachers for the
day, yet the teacher buy-in and engagement was high according to my
site visit observations. Yet, at the Upper Midwest field station substitute
teacher costs were covered by the field station, lunch was provided,
and multiple teachers were much less engaged in the professional
development workshop according to my observations during the site
visit.
Embrace the place.
The professional development programs at each field station focused
on that field station’s place, stories, data, and giving teachers direct
experiences with the place, creating compelling, meaningful, and
memorable opportunities for teachers. It is these experiences that
reinvigorate and rekindle the flame of passion for teaching. I was
introduced to the concept of teaching with context in context, or
contextualization (Giamellaro, 2014) during my field observation of
the Pacific Northwest field station and would like to do further research
into this topic. It is important to use the physical place and its stories to
teach science as opposed to doing activities that could just as easily be
done indoors. During my observations of one case study site, one teacher
advocated for more place-based learning to be included in the upcoming
workshops. She wanted to ensure that more teachers have a chance to
learn the stories of the place and form a personal relationship with the
forest field station. This affirms the work of Dresner and Moldenke
(2002) who stated that teachers need to conduct meaningful science
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projects themselves in order to become capable of providing a similar
quality experience for their students.
All four field stations I observed have a strong commitment to getting
teachers out into the field interacting with the place, its current
research, and engaging in the stories of the place. The Upper Midwest
field station administrator stated she is becoming more intentional
about having place-based field trips and sessions that highlight what
is unique about their site and region of the state. One teacher there
commented that the professional development site had exemplary
settings for teaching; so much so that she wants to replicate some
of these settings for students at their schools. It gave the teacher
context for getting started to improve the school’s outdoor learning
environment. This confirms my claim that teachers need to be shown
how to embrace their places and teach contextually.
Find the stories in the data.
Three of the four field station case study sites effectively brought
their current science research to life and made it accessible to teachers
through multiple mediums. Each field station was administered by
a college or university and utilized the expertise of faculty, graduate
fellows, researchers, and scientists from their institutions. This
created opportunities to get hard science data out of the journals, put
it into context, and made accessible to teachers to then carry forward
into their classrooms. Three of the field stations strongly recognize
the need to increase data literacy among teachers and students,
which is also exemplified by the language of the Next Generation
Science Standards (National Research Council, 2013). The NGSS
state within each grade level a performance expectation for students
to demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in analyzing and
interpreting data. These three field stations have created multi-year
teacher professional development programs to address data literacy
by using hard data from their scientists, making the data come to life
through analysis, and understanding the story of the data.
However, the primary emphasis of the field stations was to help
teachers analyze and understand hard scientific data relevant to
their sites so they can then do the same with their students. The
professional development programs focus less on science leading to
action and the “so what?” question at the end of a lesson or activity,
which is a key component of environmental education (The Global
Development Research Center, 2016). None of the four field stations
put much emphasis on creating the opportunity to model for teachers
how to first understand the stories in the scientific data and then
relate it to the lives of learners. The Excellence in Environmental
Education Guidelines for Learning (K-12) (North American
Association for Environmental Education, 2010) included first the
need to question, analyze, and interpret information, second the goal
to gain knowledge of environmental process and systems, third, the
necessity for students to gain skills for understanding and addressing
environmental issues and finally the need for students to understand
that they can take actions that can make a difference individually and
collectively in groups to address the issues. The case study sites did
not actively demonstrate the last two components.

Implications of Study

SCHOLARSHIPS UP TO $12,000
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This research study has the capacity to be influential to any institution
or organization that currently conducts science teacher professional
development or is planning to do so in the future. The findings are
not limited to biological field stations or marine laboratories. Many
(continued on next page)
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In the Field: Teachers Learning
from Scientists
(continued)
of the major findings could quite easily be applied to any organization or
institution that is working to develop or improve its teacher professional
development programming capacity.
It was clear from my research that it takes significant financial
investment from an institution to prioritize, facilitate, and sustain
high quality teacher professional development programs. Each of the
case study sites was funded by large stable grants from international
corporations or federal programs such as the National Science
Foundation. A lack of significant stable funding decreases the capacity to
create, develop, and sustain strong long-lasting programming.

Musante, S. (2006). Summer research experiences for high school
teachers. Bioscience, 56(7), 569. Retrieved from http://bioscience.
oxfordjournals.org/content/56/7/569.short
National Research Council. (2013). Next generation science standards:
For states, by states. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.
doi:10.17226/18290
North American Association for Environmental Education. (2005).
Guidelines for the preparation and professional development of
environmental educators.
Washington DC: North American
Association for Environmental Education.
North American Association for Environmental Education. (2010).
Excellence in EE: Guidelines for learning (K-12). Washington DC: North
American Association for Environmental Education.
Sarah R. Johnson recently completed
her Master of Education: Natural
Science and Environmental
Education at Hamline University;
access her complete capstone
report at digitalcommons.hamline.
edu/hse_all/4153/. She is now is a
freelance watershed and environmental
education specialist in Colorado at
Wild Rose Consulting.

The major findings of this research could be included in a framework
for designing and developing science teacher professional development.
There are numerous education leadership associations and organizations
that publish best practices and guidance standards of excellence;
my major findings could be incorporated into their standards. Some
examples include the North American Association for Environmental
Education’s Guidelines for the Preparation and Professional Development
of Environmental Educators (2005), the Organization for Biological
Field Stations’ publications, and documents such as Lohr’s (2001) An
Operations Manual for Field Stations and Marine Laboratories.

Conclusion
To conclude, the core take-away from this research study is that trusting,
safe relationships must be fostered between teachers and scientists to
establish common ground and break down any barriers. Then, once
teachers realize that they too are scientists capable of conducting
investigations, they can more comfortably embrace a place such as a
field station and begin to explore the stories captured in the researcher’s
data. These experiences rekindle their passion and love for teaching
science and reinvigorates them to share all their new learning and
teaching practices with their students, ultimately increasing science and
environmental literacy among themselves and their students.
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“Care for Self, Care for Others,
Care for the Land”
How Springwater Environmental Sciences School uses their permaculture
garden as a microcosm for the environment.

A

by Kaci Rae Christopher
t first, starting a school garden that
combined permaculture and science
seemed like a puzzle. How could I
teach garden science classes while
simultaneously producing large amounts of
food and building a permaculture model for the
garden? How could I produce the short-term
yields the school craved (food) and the longterm yields (permaculture)? Furthermore, the
science that I grew up learning did not fit in to
my idea of permaculture practices. They seemed
inherently different. How could a process which
looks to dissect and separate each small particle
support a process which looks at the holistic and
interconnected aspects of life?
In August of 2012, I was placed as the School
Garden Coordinator and AmeriCorps volunteer
at Springwater Environmental Sciences School,
through Confluence Environmental Center in
Portland. The school garden was a large, grantbuilt space left fallow without a community leader
to organize the tangle of weeds and ideas. But step
by step, the garden has been slowly growing and
building momentum ever since. And through an aggressive fundraising
process, the school has been able to support the School Garden
Coordinator (SGC) position with full-time employment.
Springwater Environmental Sciences School is a public charter school for
grades K-8th, within the Oregon City School District. Approximately 200
students have the opportunity to learn stewardship, positive land ethic,
community involvement, and all their studies through the lens of science.
As the Garden Coordinator, I was tasked with establishing a
permaculture garden on the schoolyard that would enhance student
scientific learning. It was to be both a laboratory space for the students
and produce food for the school. Additionally, I would be teaching
garden classes and developing an integrated garden curriculum that
would support and supplement student scientific learning.
It took me a while to connect the dots, but eventually I was led to a
simple conclusion. There is a seamless connection with science and
permaculture. And school gardens are the best to develop it. If we view
CLEARING Fall 2016

the garden as an ecosystem and teach the students about it through
sciences, they will begin to view the garden through a permaculture
perspective. Food, nutrition, and gardening skills extend naturally,
without the need for stressing about production.

Working with Nature
Upon arriving at Springwater, I had no established garden, but needed
to teach garden classes. The first thing I did, which made my life easier,
was work with what was already there—a technique that is essential to
the tenets of permaculture. I went to each teacher and asked them to give
me their unit themes for the next two years. Because many of the grades
are mixed, most staff teach in a two-year rotation of classes in order to
provide a holistic and engaging education for the students. I took these
themes and the overarching science standards and began to build a small
amount of activities that related to each theme. Over the years, I have
been able to grow off of this small beginning and find larger connections
between student studies and gardening activities.
(continued on next page)
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Care for Self, Care for Others,
Care for the Land
(continued)

Now, when the 5th-6th graders study the climatology unit, they
simultaneously explore how we capture water in the garden, how
permaculture mulching practices conserve water, and how rain gardens
can solve so many local water issues. Additionally, they also learn
practical garden skills by researching and planting water or drought
resistant plants and making changes to the garden space with water in
mind, such as designing or altering the water catchment systems.
I started with a small amount of classes and a couple of activities for
each trimester. This has grown to 30 garden classes for each grade every
year. But we started small, but dreamt big!

the year that K-1st wanted to learn about seeds and pollinators and were
committed to planting 20 seeds per child. Additionally, they would be
studying the senses in the fall, phenology in the winter, and insects in the
spring. With this information, all I had to do was connect the dots and get
creative with my activities.
In garden class, as a supplement to these science units, all students would
use their senses to explore the garden and identify plants, dissect and
plant seeds in the winter, and study pollinating insects in the spring. I did
this matching and reflecting practice with all the classes, starting small
with class projects and working towards bigger projects every year

The Garden Ecosystem
The last thing I practiced was letting go of any notion of what a garden
should look like and evaluating the intentions of garden spaces. Did all the
plants have to be perfectly spaced out? Why did we need to pick all the
weeds in a garden bed? What would happen if we planted certain plants
next to each other? Instead, we focused on the garden as an ecosystem.
Whether filled with native or non-native species, humans play a role in
them and interact with a whole system of insects, plants, and microbes. A
garden is the perfect ecosystem model for place-based learning.
But it requires practice in letting go. If you have a bed of carrots in
your school garden, harvest them! Enjoy and celebrate. But leave a
few carrots in the ground. Watch how the plants produce seeds. What
insects flock to the flowers? What feeds on those insects? What does
the carrot lifecycle look like? Reevaluate your intentions, let go of your
expectations, and nature will show you the garden ecosystem. When
we let the weeds go one winter, we discovered that sheep’s sorrel grows
abundantly in the garden, and that the students love it! If we are going to
have weeds anyway, why not have tasty ones?
Or just look at the slugs. All insects are protected in the Springwater
Garden and slugs are a respected part of our garden ecosystem. They
allow the students to wrestle with preconceived notions of “good” and
“bad” in the environment. When a student expresses disgust or stress
that a slug is eating their lettuce, we have a conversation about the role
of slugs in the garden, rather than remove it right away from the leaf.
We watch the way the slug eats and how it needs moisture to move. We
brainstorm what types of predators would eat a slug and how we could
build a habitat for such a creature. We watch the slugs a little more and
then leave it to its snack.

The Permaculture Perspective
The second thing I did was take a step back and look at the long-term
goals of the school garden program. I had to keep in mind how to
establish the sustainability of the garden, as well as the sustainability
of the integrated garden activities in the classes. The activities could
be relevant to student studies, but could they teach the students how
to grow food or about permaculture and science in a holistic way from
Kindergarten to 8th grade?
Fortunately, there had already been work done there too. The staff had
come together the year before I arrived and laid out a set of goals and
commitments for each class. Every grade was committed to a set of
yields that would contribute to the sustainability of the school garden
(planting a certain number of seeds, mulching, caring for worm bins,
composting). Additionally, each class adopted a theme for the year that
would focus their studies, so that as the students moved up in the grades
they would get closer to becoming mini “Master Gardeners.”
As the coordinator, these commitments were foundational pieces that
helped me focus my work. It also allowed me to feel supported by the
school community and not have to work from scratch. I knew going into
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Through their garden science classes, the students were able to come to
similar conclusions. They would look at all the details in the garden and
piece together the ecosystem themselves, coming to care about it as a
whole. For example, the 2nd/3rd graders learn about the living and nonliving elements of soil through intensive scientific exploration for two
trimesters. They perform insect surveys, keep track of the bug life stages
they encounter, and brainstorm ways to increase habitat for different
species. Through hands-on scientific exploration, the students discover
that all the parts of the soil ecosystem are valuable to its stability and
they learn stewardship skills and practices that can promote healthier
ecosystems.
By the end of the school year, their knowledge and interaction with these
important elements and living things brings about a level of stewardship
and care that they wouldn’t have known otherwise. Through science
and active exploration, the students come to their own permaculture
conclusions without my direct instruction. The students value the garden
ecosystem and become environmentalists in their own way.
With guidance from all of these lessons, our Garden Program has found a
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balance in maintaining all the goals we had with the space. The students
learn about the garden and permaculture practices through a scientific
lens. Their learning, creative problem solving, and discovery brings out
the inner environmentalist. All I do is facilitate the opportunity to learn
these traits in the garden. Food is grown and produced by the students as
an extension of their studies. We don’t stress how many pounds of kale
we’re producing or if they’re properly spaced apart, but we still manage
to feed the students organic food all year long.

A Thriving Garden
The first year ended with half of the garden planted with edibles. The
students had been able to eat an early harvest of lettuce, radishes, beets,
and berries, but the rest of the plants were still too small. Half of the
school had been involved in the garden development so far and my coteacher and I had a year’s supply of garden activities for K-4th grade
students. Half of our goals were accomplished, but I was pleased with
every inch that we had achieved.
That second school year, I began teaching an extra gardening class for
those students who considered themselves enthusiasts and who wanted
to become “Garden Leaders.” They were able to save-seeds, plant winter
foods, and begin developing the last stage of the garden. Additionally,
I began teaching gardening class from K-8th grade students, inspiring
me to energetic and sometimes frenetic curriculum development and
research in order to teach these new classes.
In that second year, we finished laying down the foundational garden
space, developed more garden beds, and put in an orchard area. In the
third year, the garden classes matured into what they are now: weekly
focused garden science and exploration for each class, as well as tastetesting and nutrition education throughout the week.
Classes use the garden in their weekly homeroom field exploration to
study genetics, plant biology, water movement and cycles, mammals, and
phenology. The garden has truly become a living classroom and special
retreat at Springwater. The students discover a new land ethic in their
garden classes and practice creative problem-solving and responsibility
for their actions.

Care for Self, Care for Others, Care for The Land
The tenets of permaculture as established by David Holgrem and
Toby Hemenway fit well into the three character traits encouraged at
Springwater: care for self, care for others, care for community and land.
These three phrases are now the inspiration and motto for the unique
culture at Springwater. Permaculture tenets provide a great framework
for building scientific learning in the garden program. For example,
the tenets “Diversity is Stability,” the “Edge Effect,” and “Working
with Nature,” focus the students on ways to treat the garden, its living
inhabitants, and plants themselves.
When the 2nd-3rd graders study soil ecosystems, they learn that soil
and garden health and stability is directly impacted by the diversity of
creatures living there. When 4th-6th graders explore the complexities
of composting systems, they know that “Energy Cycling” can solve
problems at school and in the larger community. By using permaculture
as the lens to explore scientific lessons in the garden, Springwater
students are encouraged to be innovative social and environmental
minded citizens.

play and study on the school grounds. The expectations are flexible to the
children’s development and change meaning throughout their studies in
the year. They are also helpful tools to focus the students and give further
empathetic meaning to the day’s lessons.
The Springwater Garden has flourished with the guidance and gaze
of environmental education practices. The space has known no other
gardening plan. It was always a dream of the school to have a garden on
campus as the heart of the school community and an extension of the
school’s place-based initiative.
At Springwater, we have been able to intentionally focus the garden
education program from the perspective of environmental education,
because of the simple fact that permaculture and science goes hand-inhand. They are inseparable to the educational experience of our students.
Here, nutrition, taste-testing, and practical garden knowledge are
included in scientific exploration and study. Here, the garden is a special,
wild, place on campus that supports a culture of thoughtful, self-aware,
and concerned young citizens.

Kaci Rae Christopher has been running the
Springwater Garden Program as the School Garden
Coordinator since 2012. After working on farms,
vineyards, and CSA’s over the past years, she was
placed as an Americorps member at Springwater.
After two years in Americorps, Kaci Rae was hired
for a full-time position by the school. She is joyful
to share permaculture gardening, environmental
restoration, and positive land ethics with her students every day.

		

These three tenets help students, and staff, focus on how students treat
each other, how they make good choices during the day, and how they
CLEARING Fall 2016
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The Power of Partnership

A “STEAM-Powered”
Partnership
Three years ago staff from Quatama, the
Oregon Zoo and the Portland Metro STEM
Partnership (PMSP) teamed up to bring
science to life and foster environmental literacy
through relevant STEAM-related educational
opportunities for Quatama students.
by Alison Heimowitz
Oregon Zoo

E

very fall students in Sharon Angal’s third-grade classroom
at Quatama Elementary, a STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) school in the Hillsboro
(Oregon) School District, wait patiently for the arrival of
the “salmon lady.” “She’s here, she’s here!” is heard echoing down the
hallway. Older students who have already experienced raising salmon in
the classroom stop to say “hi.” Entering the classroom, sixty sparkling
eyes are eager to meet the salmon eggs that will be reared in an aquarium.
The students will care for the eggs until they grow into fry and are

Quatama students engaged in tree-planting activity during an
outdoor education session. Photo courtesy of Alison Heimowitz,

released. Water temperature will be monitored and recorded and any
dead fish removed by a different student every day for approximately five
weeks. As the fish grow, students actively engage in a series of classroom
and field-based experiences including the creation of a large mural that
celebrates the salmon’s life cycle and a field trip to Tillamook State Forest
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Center to observe wild spawning salmon. Release of the salmon fry into
the Tualatin River, an event celebrated by students and their families
at Tualatin Community Park, is a unit highlight. During the winter and
spring, students put on their gloves, rain jackets and waterproof boots to
restore salmon habitat in a section of Rock Creek at Orchard Park.
A unique partnership makes this project possible. Three years ago
staff from Quatama, the Oregon Zoo and the Portland Metro STEM
Partnership (PMSP) teamed up to bring science to life and foster
environmental literacy through relevant STEAM-related educational
opportunities for Quatama students. Each partner plays an important role
in project success. Quatama teachers develop/co-develop and implement
activities and project units articulated from grades kindergarten through
sixth that are aligned to science content standards. Zoo staff provides
“salmon care” technical support to teachers, assists with curriculum
development, and connects teachers to other community resources. PMSP
staff provides professional development to support alignment to science
content standards and use of STEM education best practices as well as
utilization of student STEM identity measures. Other community partners
also play a critical role. The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
supplies the tanks, pumps, coolers and salmon eggs; Clean Water Services
and the Oregon Forest Resources Institute provides bus transportation to
field trip destinations.
The partnership launched two and a half years ago and targeted third
grade students and teachers with support from a Metro “Nature in
Neighborhoods” grant; it now reaches every Quatama student. Two years
ago, in anticipation of Oregon’s adoption of the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS), Quatama, Zoo, and PMSP staff created a two-day
professional development workshop designed to weave the salmon story
through each grade while addressing relevant standards in the life science
strand of NGSS. This workshop, funded by a Gray Family Foundation
grant, gave teachers a better understanding of how to incorporate the new
NGSS standards into their classroom curriculum and helped them begin
development of the articulated K-6 curriculum. The life science units
created during the workshop have continued to evolve over time. Having
designated people from the Zoo and PMSP to work with each year has
kept the development of new and refinement of old classroom and field
experiences fresh, relevant and exciting for both teachers and students. It
also has given teachers a chance to truly integrate curricular units with all
components of STEM and the arts. Has the partnership made a difference
in student learning? A short video (Bringing Conservation Education into
Schools) developed by the Oregon Zoo Foundation provides anecdotal
evidence of this project’s influence on student learning. Measurement
by PMSP shows a continued growth in Student Academic Identity and
Motivational Resilience (STEM Identity) (Figure 1).
Success of this partnership is based on a number of factors. First,
Quatama leadership had the foresight and resources to hire a half-time
TOSA (teacher on special assignment) to provide support to teachers as
they carry out the school’s vision of equity to all students. Second, the
basis for collaboration is one of co-creating rather than coordinating.
TOSA, Zoo and Quatama staff meet together to create NGSS-aligned
lessons and field experiences that are cohesive, relative, and provide
meaningful learning opportunities for students. A partner representative
does not come in, teach, and then leave. Instead, the teacher is in charge
of lessons; the partners are a resource. Teacher commitment to the
process also makes a difference. Changing teaching practice is difficult
and the first year is definitely hard. However, each year gets easier.
This collaboration also has proven to be a trifecta win for each of the
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partners. Quatama teachers have been able to learn from STEM experts
how to create real world learning opportunities that inspire and motivate
students to be active learners. For the Zoo, training the next generation of
scientists and responsible citizens is vital to the Oregon Zoo’s mission “to
inspire the community to respect animals and take action on behalf of the
natural world.” By partnering with Quatama, the Zoo has the opportunity
to leverage its staff proficiency and deep ties within the community to
provide an intensive learning opportunity. PMSP benefits by working with
a school and partners dedicated to the long-term process of professional

10 Ideas for Nature Play
Here are TEN Ideas given by the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (AZA) for easy ways to bridge structured and
unstructured nature play (AZA, Family Nature Clubs & You)
1. Climb It. Keep a lookout for nature’s jungle gyms — trees,
fallen logs, big boulders, and more. With little or no assistance
from adults (depending on age and development), kids can scale
these“structures” and gain agility, balance, and confidence in the
process.
2. Color Match. Pick up some paint samples from a local hardware
store and give one to each of your participants. See if they can
match the colors on their samples with those they see around them.
This can be a general color match for younger kids, to an exact
match for your older adventurers.
3. Sound It Out. Encourage your group to be silent for a oneminute stretch of the outing. Count sounds on your fingers as you
stay in place. Can you guess what made which sound? Repeat this
activity indifferent places around your grounds or on your hike.
How do the sounds compare by location and time of day?
4. Cloud Watch. Capitalize on a cloudy day to gaze and imagine.
As you know, clouds come in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors,
lending themselves well to a child’s (and adult’s) imagination.

Figure 1

development and curriculum development/implementation.
The key to a project like this is to identify school and community partners
who are looking to make long-term coordinated change to benefit
students. If you would like to learn more about this partnership, feel free
to contact Kristen Harrison with the Portland Metro STEM Partnership at
Kristen.harrison@pdxstem.org, Alison Heimowitz with the Oregon Zoo
at Alison.Heimowitz@oregonzoo.org, or Sharon Angal with Quatama
Elementary School at angals@hsd.k12.or.us.
Alison Heimowitz is the school and teacher liaison for the Oregon Zoo,
and Educational Coordinator for the Environmental Learning Center at
Clackamas Community College.

5. Trace Shadows. Look for the shadows of trees, shrubs, or even
tall flowers falling across a stretch of sidewalk or asphalt. Use
chalk to outline their shapes. Or, better yet, lay a piece of paper
on the ground and use pencil or paint to sketch the shadows. If
possible,return to the same place some time later to observe changes
in the shadows.
6. Nature Bracelets. Make a bracelet around the kids’ wrists using
thick masking tape, sticky side out. As the kids hike,have them pick
up leaves, flower petals, and other natural objects that have fallen
to the ground, and stick them on their bracelet. Elicit the help of
another adult or two to make the bracelets and put them on each
child.
7. Get Crafty. Give children an opportunity to draw, sculpt, and
create. Use materials found in nature or basic craft supplies to
design an animal, plant, or nature scene. Encourage imagination
and exploration: build a house for a toad or crab, design your own
island, create footprints and animal tracks in the mud or sand, and
pretend play.
8. Journal. Participants are nature’s explorers. Give them the
freedom to jot down notes and ideas about sights,sounds, feelings,
and experiences, sketch trees, and write poems. Older participants
can be challenged to make specific observations.
9. Scavenger Hunt. Before you set out on a hike, make a list of a
dozen or so items that might be seen along the way. List specific
objects, such as a feather, a big boulder, or a tree with needles, or
use descriptive phrases, such as “something yellow,” “a place where
insects live,” or “something that’s rotting.” As you hike, kids can
check off the items they find.
10. Snow or Sand Angels. Making snow angels is a classic pastime
and fun for everyone. Invite participants to find a clear patch of
snow (or sand) big enough to lie down on. Then explain how to
make an angel: extend arms out to just above shoulder height and
move them down to waist, while doing jumping jack motions with
legs. Carefully get up and see your “angel.”
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E.E. Resource Guide

A selection of environmental education materials, resources and
opportunities that you should know about
Every Kid in a
Park
To help engage
and create our next
generation of park
visitors, supporters and
advocates, the White
House, in partnership
with the Federal Land
Management agencies, launched the Every Kid
in a Park initiative. The immediate goal is to
provide an opportunity for each and every 4th
grade student across the country to experience
their federal public lands and waters in person
throughout the 2016-2017 school year.
Beginning September 1st all kids in the fourth
grade have access to their own Every Kid in a
Park pass at www.everykidinapark.gov. This pass
provides free access to national parks across the
country.
The Every Kid in a Park pass is good for the
2016-2017 school year, until August 31, 2017.
Information on obtaining the pass is available by
visiting www.everykidinapark.gov.

NGSS Survey on Climate Change
The Climate Literacy and Energy Awareness
Network (CLEAN) Collection contains 650
reviewed educational resources addressing
climate and energy science for grades 6-16.
These resources have recently been aligned with
the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).
https://cuboulder.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/
SV_2rf5f9fF4Fk7cVf

Environmental
Impacts of Education
As part of Anecdotes to
Evidence, a multi-partner
initiative led by NAAEE and
Stanford University, a team
of researchers is conducting
a review of literature that examines directly
measured environmental outcomes/indicators
associated with the implementation of an
education program. Send examples or sources
that demonstrate the links between education
and environmental/conservation outcomes.

https://naaee.org/eepro/blog/seeking-sourcesenvironmental-impacts
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Advancing Informal STEM
Learning
The NSF Advancing Informal STEM Learning
program seeks to advance new approaches to
and evidence-based understanding of the design
and development of nonformal STEM learning

Forest Literacy

Updated Oregon Forest
Literacy Plan
by Inka Bajandas, Outreach Manager
Educators who want to infuse natural resources
into the classroom now have a new conceptual
framework that supports national standards for
math, science and other disciplines.
The Oregon Forest Resources Institute (OFRI)
has updated guidelines aimed to help K-12
educators teach about Oregon’s forests. OFRI
brought together a diverse, statewide group
of forest resource specialists, educators and
academics to develop the 2016 Oregon Forest
Literacy Plan.
“This collaboration resulted in a document
that gives teachers in our forest-rich state a
strong foundation for developing curricula and
classroom lessons related to forests and natural
resources,” says Norie Dimeo-Ediger, OFRI’s
K-12 education program director.
The 24-page booklet provides educators
with a conceptual framework for teaching
about Oregon’s forests that aligns with the
most recent state curriculum standards for
math, science, social science and literacy. The
framework helps teachers and students answer
four foundational questions:
• What is a forest?
• Why are forests important?
• How do we sustain our forests?
• What is our responsibility to Oregon’s forests?
The plan’s built-in flexibility makes it useful for
a wide range of applications to increase forest
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opportunities; provide multiple pathways for
broadening access to and engagement in STEM
learning experiences; and advance innovative
research on and assessment of STEM learning
in informal environments. The deadline for
submission is November 8, 2016.
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2015/nsf15593/
nsf15593.htm

literacy, including classroom
instruction, informal education
and curriculum materials on
forest topics, Dimeo-Ediger
says.
“Grade-appropriate activities
related to forests can be used
to teach and reinforce concepts detailed in the
conceptual framework as well as to connect
students to the natural world,” she says. “The
statewide stakeholder group developed the
concepts to correlate with the Oregon content
standards and the educational materials and
classroom activities highlighted in the plan.”
OFRI relied on many partners to ensure the
updated plan was accurate and objective.
Among the partner organizations involved
were: the Oregon Department of Education,
Oregon Department of Forestry, Tualatin
River National Wildlife Refuge, Oregon Coast
Aquarium, World Forestry Center, Oregon
State University Extension Service, Keep
Oregon Green Association, Talk About Trees,
Forests Today and Forever, Central Oregon
and Southwest Oregon community colleges,
Associated Oregon Loggers, and the U.S.
Forest Service.
To order or
download a
copy of the
Oregon Forest
Literacy
Plan, and for
information
about other
forest-related
education
resources and
programs
for K-12 students, go to LearnForests.org. or
contact Norie Dimeo-Ediger at dimeo-ediger@
ofri.org.
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The Northwest Coastal Explorer

Middle School/High School

Your Guide to the Places, Plants, and Animals of the
Pacific Coast

by Bob Steelquist
Published by Timber Press, 2016

L

ongtime Pacific Northwest environmental educator Bob
Steelquist is sharing his lifetime of exploring and learning
about the natural environment in a new book from Timber
Press, The Northwest Coastal Explorer. In this colorful book
we are given a personal tour of the Pacific Northwest coast
from British Columbia to northern California, and provided insight into the rich tapestry and
diversity of that amazing merging of land and sea.
This book explores the unique and diverse Pacific Northwest coastal geology and biology.
Organized by habitat, the reader is shown many familiar and not-so-familiar plants and
animals in Coastal Forests, Rocky Shore and Tidepools, Sand Beaches, Nearshore, Rivers,
and Estuaries. Full of large, lush photographs, the book is a visual feast of dramatic headlands,
pounding surf, and intricate tidepools.
In addition to background information on the history and geology of the region, Bob provides
insider tips on where to see unique habitats and find special hidden treasures.
This book is a great resource for anyone wishing to explore and understand the coast from the
perspective of someone who has spent a lifetime exploring and learning about it.

$24.95. Available through Timber Press, http://www.timberpress.com/books/northwest_
coastal_explorer/steelquist/9781604696318

Connecting the
Dots
Which learning strategies
best contribute to students
becoming engaged and
active citizens involved in
achieving environmental,
social and economic
sustainability?
Connecting the Dots, from Learning for a
Sustainable Future, focuses on learning strategies
and the ways of organizing learning experiences;
the “how to” of learning. These learning
strategies involve students as engaged learners,
learning within the context of their communities
and addressing relevant, local issues.
These “dots” include:
• Linking environmental, economic and social
issues within subjects and across subjects
• Linking students to each other, their home
life, their schools, their environment and their
community
• Linking knowledge, skills, and perspectives
through student engagement and action
• Providing a meaningful context for the
implementation of numeracy, literacy,
character and other educational objectives.
You can download the entire document at http://
www.lsf-lst.ca/en/projects/teacher-resources/dots
CLEARING Fall 2016

EcoChains: Arctic Crisis
This multiplayer card game was produced
by the Games Research Lab at Columbia
University’s Teachers College, and was part
of a National Science Foundation grant on
climate change education. To play, you build
food webs using cards adorned with different
animals, which sit upon sea ice cards.
Larger animals require more ice to survive
upon, which illustrates through play how
climate change affects polar regions more
immediately than temperate zones. The game
has “event cards,” which can melt or remove
a player’s ice cards. Playing the game will
engage your students in experiential learning
about the causes and effects of global climate
change. Check out lesson ideas, quickstart
guides, and videos at http://thepolarhub.org/
project/ecochains-arctic-crisis.

EE Guidelines for Community
Engagement
EPA Fact Sheets on
Climate Change
and Health
Check out these eight
new climate change and
health fact sheets from
the EPA. Topics include
health and pregnant women, health of indigenous
populations, and more.
https://www3.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts/
health/factsheets/

EcoChallenge
The EcoChallenge is a Northwest Earth Institute
event that demonstrates the collective impact
of many people making sustainable changes
in their everyday lives. For two weeks every
October, participants are challenged to change
one habit for the Earth. Choose your challenge
and connect with other EcoChallengers, and
collectively, prove that small actions create real
change. This year’s EcoChallenge runs October
14-18, 2016.
http://www.ecochallenge.org/
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The North American Association for
Environmental Education (NAAEE) is
developing a sixth set of guidelines as part
of the National Project for Excellence in
Environmental Education, Environmental
Education Guidelines for Community
Engagement. Please review this second draft
and provide comments that will be used in
the revision process. Hurry - the deadline for
comments is July 15, 2016.
https://naaee.org/eepro/blog/environmentaleducation-guidelines

Mitigating Microplastics
This outstanding middle school science
curriculum from Oregon Sea Grant guides
teachers and their students in grades 6-8 through
the threat to our oceans posed by microplastics.
The lessons include opportunities for student
inquiry, as well as collaboration and engagement
with real data collected by researchers working
in the field. Lessons are correlated to NGSS,
Ocean Literacy, Common Core and Oregon
Environmental Literacy Standards.
http://seagrant.oregonstate.edu/sgpubs/
mitigating-microplastics-teacher-lesson-planscurriculum
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EE Resources
Become a Watershed Sleuth (K-12)
Hey, citizen scientists! Want to be like Sherlock
Holmes? Here’s your chance. It’s elementary!
Become a Watershed Sleuth — or better yet, a
Watershed Guardian or a Watershed Hero —
by learning how to help solve water quality
problems. Try your hand at building a model
aquifer, or take an interactive quiz to find out
where water wasters are. These are just some
of the online activities offered by EPA and the
National Environmental Education Foundation.
Children, families, K-12 school groups and others
can earn a different digital badge for each lesson
they complete, and show off their watershed
knowledge!

Climate Change Resources
Carbon,
Climate,
and Energy
Resources

Mapping A Land on Fire

This selection
from the InTeGrate
collection, Carbon,
Climate, and Energy Resources, focuses on
fostering a deeper understanding of the carbon
cycle and what happens when it is perturbed.
The six self-contained units help students
develop critical thinking skills, explore the
dynamics of Earth’s carbon cycle through
biogeochemistry and the perspective of deep
time, and learn how carbon was sequestered
to produce traditional and nontraditional fossil
fuels

Author: Judith L. Li
Illustrations by M. L. Herring

http://serc.carleton.edu/integrate/teaching_
materials/change_inthe_air/index.html

2016. ISBN 978-0-87071-842-7. Paperback,
128 pgs. $17.95.

Wildlife and Climate Change

http://osupress.oregonstate.edu/sites/default/files/
RickysAtlas.jpg

Ricky’s Atlas

The Oregon
State University
Press has
published
“Ricky’s Atlas:
Mapping a
Land on Fire,”
a sequel to its
first book aimed
at children,
written by two
OSU faculty
members.
In 2013, the
press published “Ellie’s Log: Exploring the
Forest Where the Great Tree Fell,” the story of
two children exploring an old-growth forest in
the Oregon Cascades. Also written by Judith
Li, and illustrated by M.L. Herring, the book
received several honors, including the Green
Earth Book Award Short List for books aimed
at children., and an honorable mention from the
John Burroughs Riverby Award Committee.
“Ricky’s Atlas” continues to explore the
nature of Oregon, this time east of the Cascade
Mountains, where Ricky Zamora and his friend
Ellie delve further into the relationship between
people, plants and animals, while dealing with a
wildfire sparked by lightning.
“Ricky’s Atlas” is available at book stores and
for order at http://osupress.oregonstate.edu
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The World Wildlife Fund has created a series
of interactive, self-paced online courses about
wildlife and climate change. Topics include
adaptation, wildlife and climate change, and
more. The website offers downloadable
climate change and wildlife resources for
educators.
http://wwfadapt.org/
http://www.worldwildlife.org/initiatives/
wildlife-and-climate-change
https://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/wildlifeand-climate-change-educator-resources

Climate Change in My
Backyard

integrates student participation in Project
BudBurst with NASA climate data, to teach
about climate change and its consequences
for our environment using an earth-systems
science approach.
http://www.chicagobotanic.org/nasa

Climate Data Primer
NOAA’s Climate.gov offers the online
Climate Data Primer for those ready to learn
or review some of the basics of climate data.
Short webpages address comparing climate
and weather, measuring climate, visualizing
climate data, and more.
https://www.climate.gov/maps-data/primer/
climate-data-primer

Climate Explorer
NOAA offers the updated Climate Explorer
with downloadable maps, graphs, and data
tables of observed and projected temperature,
precipitation, and other climate-related
variables dating back to 1950 and out to
2100.
http://toolkit.climate.gov/climate-explorer2/

Climate Modeling 101
This website from the National Academy of
Sciences is a multi-part introduction to how
climate models work. The materials include
videos and animations about understanding,
constructing, and applying climate models.
http://nas-sites.org/climate-change/
climatemodeling/

With support from NASA and in collaboration
with the National
Ecological
Observatory
Network (NEON)
and schools and
teachers throughout
Illinois, the Chicago
Botanic Garden
has developed the
Climate Change
in My Backyard
curriculum series.
The project targets
grades 5 to 12. The
curriculum series
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Apps for Your Naturalists

Soil Health
Curriculum (K-8)
With the support of the
Gray Family Foundation
and the Portland State
Universty Metro
STEM Partnership,
the Tualatin Soil and
Water Conservation
District (TSWCD)
has developed a soil health curriculum, and
will conduct pilot workshops for teachers in
thePortland metro area.
The K-8 curriculum, called Digging Deep,
was designed to help teachers connect NGSS
to school gardens while promoting soil health
education and practices. By enabling teachers
and students to get their hands dirty exploring
soil and its inhabitants, the curriculum enriches
student connectedness to nature and helps them
build a healthy school garden
A draft version of the curriculum is available
for downloading FREE from the CLEARING
website. If you want to provide feedback or help
in its continuing development, contact Lacey
Townsend , Tuatlatin SWCD at (503) 648-3174
ext. 102.

Students as Change Agents
Education
in Times of
Environmental
Crises
Edited by Ken
Winograd
Published by Routlage
2016
Challenging readers to
more explicitly address
current environmental
issues with students in
their classrooms, the book presents a diverse
set of topics from a variety of perspectives. Its
broad social/cultural perspective emphasizes
that social and ecological justice are
interrelated. Coverage includes descriptions
of environmental education pedagogies such
as nature-based experiences and place-based
studies; peace-education practices; children
doing environmental activism; and teachers
supporting children emotionally in times of
climate disruption and tumult. The pedagogies
described invite student engagement and action
in the public sphere. Children are represented
as ‘agents of change’ engaged in social and
environmental issues and problems through their
actions both local and global.
CLEARING Fall 2016

Step Outside Links
Nature to Classroom
Step Outside, published two to three times per
month, is a website compilation of seasonal
happenings that can be used to bring nature into
your classroom. The guides detail specific flora,
fauna and climate events, which are often taking
place just outside your school - though these
may happen sooner or later depending on your
location.
A project of Education for Learning for a
Sustainable Future, Step Outside can be found at
http://resources4rethinking.ca/en/step-outside

Values Taught by Our Ancestors
The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes
are incorporating elders’ wisdom in the process
of systematically analyzing climate impacts
and vulnerabilities in nine categories of tribal
life, to prioritize actions to take to enhance the
evolution of an ancient culture, while protecting
tribal traditions. Applying the Values Taught by
Our Ancestors offers a video, tools, and more.
http://toolkit.climate.gov/taking-action/
confederated-salish-and-kootenai-tribesapplying-values-taught-our-ancestors

With the rapid pace at which apps are being
developed, the future is full of ways to further
engage our students in nature. With cellphones
becoming even more ubiquitous, there’s still
an opportunity to turn the attention of young
minds toward the outdoors. Teachers who
put accessible guides and observation tools
at our students’ fingertips have the chance to
turn members of iGeneration into the next
generation of naturalists, citizen scientists, and
conservationists.
There is a plethora of apps out there that are
useful for scientific fieldwork. Here’s a short
list to get you started. A quick tip to help ensure
success: try using these apps on your own before
starting with your students, and give them a
chance to get familiar before heading into the
field. However you introduce your students
to this technology, I’m sure that you’ll find it
a gateway to the natural world that surrounds
them.
iNaturalist (iOS or
Android - Free)
Users of this app make
some observations and take
a photo of an organism.
The app includes a field
guide, or you can submit
what you observed to the iNaturalist community
for identification. You can then keep a log of
what you’ve identified, like a digital species
collection, without the having to injure any
plants or animals.
Nature’s Notebook (iOS or Android - Free)
Another great app for finding and recording
wildlife in your area is Nature’s Notebook. One
difference between iNaturalist and Nature’s
Notebook is that you can track and study
phenology, key seasonal changes in plants and
animals.
Marine Debris Tracker (iOS or Android Free)

Invasive Weed Curriculum (K-12)
This curriculum is esigned for teachers to
want to integrate the topic of invasive weeds
in the classroom, develop weed awareness,
and provide students in grades K-12 with an
understanding of the serious problem of invasive
weeds.
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Humans create waste and garbage, a lot
of which ends up in the ocean, creating
environmental hazards, endangering wildlife,
and interfering with navigation. After
downloading the data collection tool called
Marine Debris Tracker, kids can categorize the
marine debris that they find, and upload that
information to the database.
Leafsnap (iOS - Free)
Leafsnap is an electronic field guide that uses
visual recognition software to identify plants.
Students can take pictures of plant parts to
identify a species, or use the extensive electronic
field guide to do their own research.
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BOOK REVIEW

How to Raise a
Wild Child: The
Art and Science
of Falling in
Love with
Nature
by Scott Sampson
(New York: Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt,
2015), 352 pp. ‘

Review by Michael D. Barton

L

ast year I had the fortune of reading
a draft of a forthcoming book about
connecting children to nature. Geared
toward mentors – be they parents,
teachers, or other adults in a child’s life – this
book captured for me a wonderfully blended
mixture of nature experience how-tos, succinct
overviews of relevant research about nature
connection, and personal anecdotes about
growing up with a love of nature and passing
that on to the next generation. The author is
none other than everyone’s favorite dinosaur
expert, Dr. Scott Sampson of PBS Kids’
program Dinosaur Train. While a practicing
paleontologist and museum administrator,
Sampson also advocates for getting kids outside
(and “making their own discoveries”) through
the television program, through social media
(Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram), and now as
Nature Rocks’ first Program Ambassador.
There are many books on the topic of children
and nature – do we really need another? I think
so. In his introduction, Sampson lays out the
goals of his book:
– to raise awareness about the disconnect
between children and nature
– to explore the process of nature connection
– to help parents and educators become nature
mentors
Through ten chapters Sampson does all this
and provides a wealth of stories from his
own life and folks across the country who are
working to make nature part of the everyday
lives of children. Sampson believes that “[m]
any more kids need to experience a bootfull of
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pollywogs.” And I don’t think he means this in
a literal sense. While not every kid will have
the opportunity to put on some rubber boots and
wade into a pond a little too deep so as to let the
pond water full of metamorphosing frogs fill up
the boots (Sampson did when he was a young
child, with his mother and close to home), it is
an experience like this – personal, triggering
one’s senses, and perhaps a little dirty – that will
leave an impression on a young child.
As a parent who gets his own two kids outside
on a regular basis, trying to instill in my son
and daughter a love for nature as much as I
can, I know that How to Raise a Wild Child
was not written for me. While I have a lot to
learn about the natural world myself, it is the
act of exploring in nature with a child, asking
questions and seeking out answers, that makes
a parent, educator, or other adult in a child’s
life a successful mentor. This book is for those
who wish to become mentors, or perhaps those
who have never thought about doing so and just
might come across Sampson’s book at a store or
library (or even better, receive it as a gift).
In chapter 1, Sampson takes on the task
of defining nature (wild vs. domestic vs.
technological nature) and asking why humans
need nature in their lives (what are its natural
benefits?). He addresses the lack of nature
connection in today’s youth, and describes
how, in centuries and decades past, learning
about “natural history” and perhaps even being
a “naturalist” was part of everyday life for
Americans. He notes that while visiting large
wilderness places (like national parks) are a
great thing to do, more frequent visits to wild
places closer to home will leave a deeper impact
on kids. The chapter ends, as they all do, with a
short list of “Nature Mentoring Tips,” ideas that
prospective mentors can do with their children
or students to foster nature connection.
Chapter 2 looks at the notion of place and
living in proximity to nature. Sampson
describes traits of humanity that allow for
adaptability in different environments: large
brains, prolonged childhoods, and ability to
collaborate with others. Humans had to know
nature in their environments in order to survive.
This natural knowledge became ingrained in
us as a species (and since lost in a majority
of the species). But that connection remains,
even if suppressed by modern distractions
and responsibilities. Sampson shares his idea
for a Topophilia Hypothesis – it proposes that
“humans possess an innate bias to bond with
local wildlife and landscape, inherited from our
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foraging forebears.” Again, he stresses that for
the development of children, regular experiences
in nature near home are more powerful than
periodic trips to wilderness areas. And those
experiences are often best when accompanied
by an adult engaged in “playful, side-by-side
exploration” and unstructured time outdoors
with an understanding of big ideas about the
world we live in.
Sampson describes how to be a nature mentor
in chapter 3. I don’t want to share too much
from this chapter, except that Sampson hits on
something I’ve always known when out and
about with my kids: mentors “are not the people
with all the answers.” I am not a biologist, and
although I have a strong passion about science
and the natural world, I don’t know everything
about what my kids and I see when we’re out
exploring. And that’s okay. Asking questions and
thinking of the big picture is more important, as
well as knowing where to seek out the answers.
Chapters 4 and 5 address some of the big ideas
that mentors should know about and be able
to share with the children they are helping
to connect to nature: ecology and evolution.
Falling in love with nature depends on “felt
encounters,” and Sampson wonders why,
growing up in the northwest, learning about the
water cycle never involved actually stepping
outside of the classroom and feeling part of it.
The best place to teach kids about the ecology
of the natural world is in it, but Sampson notes
that “public education in North America today
is still geared toward control, obedience, and
self-restraint much more than engagement,
inspiration, and empowerment.” We are a part
of nature, and connected in a variety of ways to
the other life and physical environments around
us, and teaching about nature should reflect this
embedded relationship. He describes some ways
that ecological topics are taught in engaging
ways, such as forest kindergartens and school
gardens. While ecology is about relationships,
evolution provides the story – a multi-billion
year narrative of the history of life on our planet,
and where humans fit in the tree of life. Not only
are we connected to nature through our actions
toward it, but by sharing common ancestry with
all the other organisms we share this planet with.
Going even further, we are connected to the
universe because, as Carl Sagan popularized,
we are indeed “star stuff” – the atoms in our
bodies were forged in stars billions of years
ago. Sampson says, “Alongside the horizontal
connections viewed through the temporal
snapshot of ecology, evolution offers us vertical,
transformational roots in deep time. Whereas
CLEARING Fall 2016

ecology addresses how nature works at any
given moment, evolution focuses on how nature
came to be.”

volunteering in environmental projects are a
great tool for this age group.

About one-third of the book, chapters 6, 7, and
8, covers the differences in connecting different
age children to nature – young children (2-6),
middle childhood (6-11), and adolescents. Young
children are natural born scientists, and play
is learning. Open-ended play with loose parts
that can be found outside fosters imagination
and the use of the body. (Never underestimate
the power of a stick for play!) And getting dirty
outside actually benefits young children’s health
in the long run. For kids in middle childhood,
having a sense of independence and freedom
in nearby nature, such as a neighborhood
creek, is crucial. This is also the age where kids
become overscheduled, overprotected, and overscreened, so it becomes difficult to provide kids
with the time and freedom to explore on their
own. A solution, says Sampson, is to plan for
family time in the outdoors, but to allow some
freedom on such outings for kids to take some
risks. For adolescents, connecting to nature
means connecting with peers on riskier and
longer outings in nature – rites of passage. Also,

The topic of technology and nature is addressed
in chapter 9. Since technologies will be
everywhere – they are not going to disappear
– mentors need to know how to best utilize
technologies for nature connection. While
learning is best when we engage with all of our
senses, technologies minimize the number of
senses used. So, a balance between technology
and nature is needed. Smartphones can be used
for geocaching, photography, natural history
identification, citizen science projects, or using
Google Sky Map to see what that planet showing
in the evening sky is. All good things, but crucial
to keep it to a minimum. The gadget is a tool, not
the experience. Take a picture, look up a bird,
then put the phone down. “The quintessential 21st
Century digital naturalist may once again carry
binoculars in her backpack,” says Sampson. “But
the pen and notebook will be long gone, as will
the guidebooks. In their place will be a single
hand-held digital device with built-in phone,
camera, video, magnifying glass, and various
field guides, ranging from plants and animals to
rocks and stars, making identifications a cinch.”

In his final chapter, Sampson discusses
connecting to nature in urban environments.
From seeding cities with native plants and
putting nature back into schools to providing
nature programs to the underserved and putting
parks within an easy walk from peoples’ homes,
the idea of rewilding cities is growing. And the
folks behind such efforts will be nature mentors
of all varieties.
Want to connect kids to nature, and not sure how
to go about it? Picking up How to Raise a Wild
Child is a great start. Read it under a tree. And
take Sampson’ advice: “Get used to dirt.”

Michael D. Barton is a parent and nature-lover
in Portland, Oregon who takes his kids out to
explore and enjoy the natural world as often as
possible. He writes book reviews of children’s
books on his website at www. in his spare time.
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We would like to thank the many organizations and individuals who have supported
the publication of CLEARING over the years.
They have helped to create a community of educators throughout the Pacific Northwest
who share their passion, creativity, and knowledge through the pages of this journal.

Share this issue with a friend or colleague!

See more articles and back issues on our website!
www.clearingmagazine.org
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